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INT. AL-BASHIR’S OFFICE - NORTHERN SUDAN - MORNING *

Omar al-Bashir sits back in a gold leaf chair behind an *
expansive, bare, desk. He stares intently at a picture of *
someone we can’t make out.

Two MILITARY MEN in full dress of the Northern Sudanese army *
stand silently before him.

MILITARY MAN 1
Our strike window is limited, 
President.

Al-Bashir FLICKS his fingers. The picture spins on the desk. *
It’s a head shot of George Clooney.

OMAR AL-BASHIR
Kill him.

INT. OLD PROP AIRPLANE - OVER SOUTHERN SUDAN - MORNING *

LOUD ENGINE NOISE. GEORGE CLOONEY dressed entirely in tans, 
contemplatively looks out the window of a 12-seat, two- *
propeller plane. *

CONTINUOUS view of arid, rugged, beautiful terrain.

Four white men from ENOUGH PROJECT, in their forties, dressed 
similarly to George, are clustered in seats just behind him. *

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 1
Here you can smell the ingredients 
of genocide starting to simmer.

GEORGE CLOONEY
No one could smell Darfur. Even 
after it’d boiled over.

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 2
This region of the Sudan is in OUR 
sights now. Her Nuba Mountains, her 
people, will be spared.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Omar al-Bashir wages war against *
the Nuba with more than guns. He 
wages war against their stomachs.

INT. JEEP - NUBA MOUNTAINS - DAY *

The DRIVER slows down the jeep to steer around the twisted *
body of a young black male. *



DRIVER
We near village.

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 1
Here that man was just a boy. Here 
he is. *

(shakes his head) *
Died this morning no doubt. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
We’ll look no different if a bomb 
lands on us.

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 1
Here we need the Avengers. Real 
superheroes for Africa.

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 2
Careful whom you recommend. Batman’s 
sitting right in front of you.

EXT. VILLAGE - NUBA MOUNTAINS - MORNING *

Accompanied by several tall villagers, George’s party walks 
towards their village. ROAR from a hand held rocket. A 
harried George Clooney points to the rocket’s smoke trail. *

One of the villagers wraps a friendly arm around George and *
watches the rocket’s trail. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
It’s going to land over there.

Brightly dressed women and children hustle through scrubby 
terrain away from their homes towards the surrounding hills. 

GEORGE CLOONEY (CONT’D)
It’s only 10:30 in the morning.

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 1
Here genocide is served convenience 
store style. It’s convenient for 
the Nuba to die 24 hours a day. *

EXT. CAVES - NUBA MOUNTAINS - DAY *

Families, fearful of more rockets, do little more than stare 
at George and his party approaching.
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INT. CAVES - NUBA MOUNTAINS - DAY *

A man we can’t see scans a cave’s dim, inhospitable interior. 
Breathing deeply, he MUTTERS in an incomprehensible language. 

FLASH. A long piece of steel he holds reflects light from the *
cave entrance. He watches George. *

EXT. CAVES - NUBA MOUNTAINS - DAY *

George Clooney’s party stands near the cave entrances. *

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 2
The driver’s gone to bring the Jeep 
back to us.

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 1
Here they’ve gathered for 
protection against bombardment.

ZING of JET ENGINE. George looks skyward but clouds block his *
view. Villagers scramble into the caves.

GEORGE CLOONEY
More rockets coming?

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 2
Jets. Let’s hope they’re only on 
reconnaissance. A boy lost his 
hands here two days ago. Rockets 
are like sparklers compared to two *
ton bombs. *

A jet barrels down through low clouds overhead. ROARING JET 
WASH engulfs George as they flatten against the ground. *

The F-16’s Vulcan CANNONS pound like heavy concrete drills, *
shattering the hillside, narrowly missing George and *
villagers, then slams into the Jeep which flips, bursting *
into flames. *

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 1
Here! Quickly! Into the caves. *

Most get to their feet. Several are too afraid to move.

GEORGE CLOONEY
We have to help our driver.

Enough Project Man 2 puts his hand on George’s shoulder 
firmly. His eyes grimly speak the truth. “He can’t be helped.”
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ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 2
This attack was no coincidence. Al-
Bashir is tired of our criticisms 
of his government.

ANIMIST AMSALU (O.S.)
A camel would have the good 
judgement to run when danger 
trumpets from the sky. 

George turns to see ANIMIST AMSALU, 85, his shrunken figure *
swaddled in traditional garb. A slender 6’6 Sudanese girl, *
Lala, 20, long straight black hair, black eyes, and deep *
black skin, extraordinary beautiful, approaches along *
Animist’s side. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
Find me a camel that takes unleaded.

ANIMIST AMSALU
It is good to lay eyes on you, 
George.

Animist Amsalu reaches out to put his hands on George. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
(distressed watching fire)

Good to see you too Amsalu, friend. 
I fear we’ve brought death here.

ANIMIST AMSALU
Death populates each cell. You can 
not bring it. It has brought you. I 
would have you to greet my 
daughter’s, daughter’s, daughter. 
She is of the designation Lala.

Lala bends to kiss George on the cheek before he can speak.

ANIMIST AMSALU (CONT’D)
She was born of the River Hippo. 
The PROTECTORS of the water that 
pumps through Earth’s bosom giving 
life to all.

George shakes his head, breaks eye contact with Lala. *

LALA
We would find appreciation in your 
company around our fire and coffee 
in our hands and food beneath our 
knives for night will come before 
those who would take you away.
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ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 1
Here, I love their coffee.

EXT. VILLAGE - NUBA MOUNTAINS - NIGHT *

Enough Project members, and George, sit between Amsalu and *
Lala. They eat a thick lamb stew around a small fire. Lala *
clears the bowls then returns with a jug of liquid. *

LALA
It is a beer full of power. Made 
from cassava root and honey.

GEORGE CLOONEY
(drinks deeply) *

I would like to offer a toast.
I love you with the clarity I love 
my father. I stand with you as I 
stand with my father. And now, I 
drink with you, as my father.

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 1
Here! Here!

ENOUGH PROJECT MAN 2
Finally a here worth hearing. *

One by one they fall asleep around the dwindling fire until 
only Lala is left awake. On quiet feet Lala eases away.

As she walks we see her fire-lit shadow morph into the shape *
of a massive hippo, it follows her into a large dwelling. *

She returns dressed only in wispy silks with a weapon even *
taller than herself. The weapon is a Japanese Naginata, a 
slightly curved sword mounted on a long staff.

Lala stands over George, one hand balancing herself against *
the Naginata, reflected fire coursing across it’s steel, 
riding down it’s dark lacquered shaft. 

LALA
(hums softly) *

I am sorry to place this new burden 
on you, George. Walking as I do *
from the eaves of father’s wise 
heart’s view. It’s a reward, as I 
see it, for the tears you shed for 
a man you hardly knew. This measure 
will now be accounted for in my 
words and your future deeds. Let us 
see how many spirits come from 
beyond to help. 

(MORE)
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One or more or two or three or 
four. I pray to the animals strong, 
a hundred or more.

Lala kneels the Naginata alongside George. One hand still *
upon the weapon, she runs her free hand in his silver hair.

After an anxious hopeful minute she looks from George to the 
weapon. She shakes her head, obviously disappointed.

LALA (CONT’D)
Not a single name comes from your 
soul? I have foreseen that so many *
would come.

Lala tries to stand up but can’t move. Gritting her teeth she 
tries to push up but an unseen force holds her in place. The *
force pushes her down onto George’s chest. She tries to push *
away. *

A sudden wind whips a scarf away. She begins to struggle 
mightily, panic lacing her sweaty brow, panting.

A crow lands on the Naginata’s shaft. The crow looks into 
Lala’s eyes then drills two names into the shaft with its 
beak: 1. TERRY “BIG BOY” SPARKS. 1. Susan Wilkes.

LALA (CONT’D)
One. Thank you.

A raven lands. It carves two names as well: 2. Thomas 
Jenkins. 2. Tori Harris. The process repeats itself ten more 
times with ten different birds, some of the same species.

LALA (CONT’D)
Twelve.

Her arms shake as she strains not to collapse on George. A 
tall stork arrives. As it chisels another name, smoke billows 
from George’s clothing. It burns away, leaving him naked. *

LALA (CONT’D)
NO! NO!

The remaining scarves swirl away, exposing her nakedness. Her *
entire body clenches with her effort to break away. She *
cries. *

LALA (CONT’D)
Forgive me father for this sin. *

ONE MONTH LATER

LALA (CONT'D)
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INT. GEORGE CLOONEY’S HOME - DAY *

Brad Pitt examines a Naginata covered with names. *

BRAD PITT
That’s a hell of a story.

GEORGE CLOONEY
You’re telling me.

BRAD PITT
Let me get this straight. When you 
woke up, you were naked and this 
beast of a weapon was laying next 
to you?

Brad stands hefting the Naginata.

BRAD PITT (CONT’D)
The village was deserted, but there 
were ten more crates of these 
weapons? 399 more.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Yes. 400 total. They’re Naginatas. *
On my last visit, the Animist told 
me a story about how he came by an 
ancient weapon from a distant land 
when he was young enough to have 
women at his side, and to climb the 
tallest trees for honey. A Japanese 
man, sick with malaria, carrying 
this Naginata, came to his village. 
They spent many days together 
gaining each others trust. Just 
before the wanderer succumbed to *
sickness he foretold the fate of 
Darfur and said Sudan’s war would 
last for many more generations 
without help.

BRAD PITT
(scans names on Naginata)

Do you know the significance of the 
names? 400 male, 400 female. Why do 
I get the feeling this isn’t just a 
social call? *

GEORGE CLOONEY
It’s my understanding the named are 
the ones who can help the Sudan.
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BRAD PITT
I know you George. You want to 
bring them together. But how? How 
do you even know they’re supposed 
to help the Sudan?

GEORGE CLOONEY
You’ll have to trust me. I’ve had 
them researched. Every girl is just 
a girl. All are 15 years old and 
all live in the U.S. *

BRAD PITT
15 year old girls? Sounds like *
trouble. Crazy trouble. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
Only half crazy.

(opens laptop)
You should see the 400 men.

(scrolls their pictures)
They’re all huge. 

Brad looks over his shoulder at photos of large men on the *
laptop screen. *

GEORGE CLOONEY (CONT’D) *
According to their medical records 
they’re almost all in their 
thirties and all weigh at least 400 
pounds. *

BRAD PITT
(laughs) *

Seriously? What would they do? Sit 
on Sudanese Generals while the 
teenage girls talk them to death?

George walks away for a moment and returns with a Naginata in *
each hand.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Each blade, at its hilt, bares the 
last name of one of the 400 listed. 
Ask yourself this...How would it be *
possible for an Animist in remote 
Sudan to have 400 engraved, 
personalized weapons with the names 
of Americans on them? *

BRAD PITT
Truth? If we’re going to finish 
this conversation, I need a drink.
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George raises an eyebrow. *

BRAD PITT (CONT’D) *
Anyone with access to Facebook *
could possibly pull that off. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
An expert dated the weapons to late 
12th century Japan. To the first 
Shogun, Yoritomo. They’re 
priceless. None from this period 
were thought to even exist. *

BRAD PITT
Well then whoever carved the names *
has ruined them.

GEORGE CLOONEY
We had the handles x-rayed. Under 
the wrapping that binds blade to 
shaft is the first name of each 
man. The bindings are original. 
Only the 400th name doesn’t have 
his own weapon. We’re assuming the 
one you’re holding is meant for 
him. 

Both men sit down, their eyes stare at one another. *

BRAD PITT
(reads) *

400, Langston and Nimradah. 

Brad SIGHS. *

BRAD PITT (CONT’D) *
Who else have you told this to? 
Some of your government friends no 
doubt or I wouldn’t be here.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Just tell me you’re “in” and I’ll 
fill in the blanks. It’s big.

Brad nods.

BRAD PITT *
I’m in. *

INSERT TITLE CARD: “THREE MONTHS LATER” *
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EXT. TOUGH BIRMINGHAM ALABAMA SUBURB - PORCH - NIGHT

A morbidly obese black man in a track suit rests on a hammock 
stretched between flaky posts, LANGSTON, 34. With one eye *
open he stares at the cab stopped in front of his house. *

A wisp of a blonde girl, elegantly etherial, dressed smartly, *
NIMRADAH, 15, mouths thank you to the cab driver. A seven *
foot tall, thin, white box leans against her outstretched *
hands. *

“HOW TO SAVE A LIFE” by THE FREY, plays on Nimradah’s cell *
phone. She answers.

NIMRADAH
Mom.

(cries) *
I’m here.

(cries more) *
I’m sorry I’ve gone without your 
permission...I don’t know, I can’t *
say.  *

She pushes OFF on her phone and CRIES for another moment. *

A GANG OF SKETCHY YOUNG MEN walk her way along the sidewalk. *

Nimradah awkwardly hoists the large box onto her shoulder and *
walks up the shabby home’s broken walkway. *

LANGSTON
You need to call that cab back 
immediately. Can’t you see those 
boys? You ain’t wanna know what *
they’re thinkin’ about doin’ to *
you. Not one of ‘em think your *
life’s worth a wooden nickle.

Langston swings his legs over the hammock in time to watch *
Nimradah climb the last stair, tears still stream down her *
face.

NIMRADAH
I’m sorry. I had to come. Besides, 
I think one of the boys is okay.

LANGSTON
You know them boys? I don’t think *
so. Not unless you can see men’s *
souls? And if it’s so, what ya’ *
crying for? Makes me think I must 
have sat on your dog. 

(MORE)
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But by the refined look of ya’ *
little lady, that dog had to be a *
long way from home to end up under 
my backside.

NIMRADAH
(smiles through tears) *

I think only a wizard could hide my 
dog under there. He’s a Great Dane. *
Lion’s Claw.

LANGSTON
Lucky for me, Harry Potter don’t 
live in this neighborhood either or 
I might be in a fix.

NIMRADAH
I’ve only read the first six books. 
Seven disappeared in my brother’s 
room. And I don’t want him to know 
I care. 

LANGSTON
I’ve just the thing to cheer you 
up. But you have to promise to get 
out of this place right away. Deal? *
I’m givin’ it to you only cuz I *
can’t stand hav’n the one bright 
thing to drift onto my porch in a 
hundred years look like her world’s *
just died. After that, I’ll help 
you get home. 

Leaning forward, Langston stands up, steadies himself, enters 
home through screen door. He quickly returns with a thick *
book and passes it to Nimradah. The white box falls on her *
shoulder.

LANGSTON (CONT’D)
What’s your name any way?

Nimaradah looks at the book. *

NIMRADAH
The Deathly Hollows. *

(looks up at him) *
Nimradah. Sir, thank you. I will *
give it back. No matter what 
happens, I promise I will return *
it. *

She opens the cover. ON Daniel Radcliffe’s signature. 
Nimradah’s shocked. She looks incredulously at Langston, then *
the dilapidated house, and the dead grass.

LANGSTON (CONT'D)
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LANGSTON
I want you to have it. It’s got no 
place here. If my neighbors knew 
they wouldn’t understand and in my 
condition I need them to be cool.

NIMRADAH
I can’t, Langston. I have nothing *
to offer you. That is, nothing I 
think you want.

Nimradah looks at the signature again.

LANGSTON
Not many know my real name around 
here. They’ve forgotten. It’s 
tucked somewhere under here...

Langston runs a hand down his many layered chest and gut.

LANGSTON (CONT’D)
Most just call me Big Mac. So to 
guess how you know my real name 
might just take too long. 

NIMRADAH
It’d be ironic if the problem was 
Quarter Pounders with cheese, Big *
Mac.

They both LAUGH. *

GANG MEMBER 1 (O.S.)
You eating white girls now?

The gang of sketchy young men point at Langston and Nimradah *
and LAUGH. *

Their nervous, exited energy causes them to skitter as they 
walk up the walkway.

GANG MEMBER 2
You ain’t keepin’ Baskin Robbins’ *
32nd flavor to yourself now are *
you, Big Crap. *

Nimradah hides the book behind her back with one hand.

GANG MEMBER 4
(to Gang Member 2) *

Don’t mind him. We just gonna see *
what’s in the box. On account it’s *
as peculiar as she is. *
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Langston moves Nimradah slightly behind his shoulder.

LANGSTON
(to gang member 4)

Alonzo, you ain’t bothered to come *
up on my porch for years. Now here 
you are with your whole crew.

ALONZO, 23, the tallest and meanest looking gang member, *
tucks his tee shirt behind his pistol.

Nimradah CRACKS the knuckles of her free hand against her 
cheek. She looks at her hand as though it acted of its own 
accord. Alonzo also looks. *

ALONZO
So you know things need to go one 
way. Besides, there’s no harm in us 
lookin’. Only harm’s in our actin’. 
Now open the fuckin’ box or we 
gonna poach your elephant ass and 
sell the video to National Geo.

Langston pulls a fist back to swing, surprised when Nimradah 
holds his arm back.

NIMRADAH
(icily)

I’m sorry I’ve brought this moment 
upon you, Langston. But I promise I 
will fix it.

LANGSTON
You ain’t no part of this, girl. *
These boys been around since the 
beginning of time. Ain’t nothin’ 
you done. And there ain’t nothin’ 
you can do.

GANG MEMBER 5 reaches forward quick as a whip and rips the 
front of the box open. The cover falls. *

GANG MEMBER 5
What the...

In the box is the Naginata with the 400 names.

NIMRADAH
It’s a Naginata. It’s yours 
Langston. Designated to you a 
thousand years ago. And I am your 
squire. I will tell you more on the 
helicopter.
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LANGSTON
Helicopter? I didn’t order a weapon 
and I’m not gonna pay for what I 
didn’t order. I thought you needed 
my protection?

Alonzo reaches for naginata.

ALONZO
I had a hunch this box would make *
the night interesting.

Nimradah slides under Langston’s arm and places a hand on the *
naginata just before Alonzo.

NIMRADAH
I guess I didn’t make myself clear. *
This weapon was meant for Langston. *

The rest of the box falls away. SWOOSH.

GANG MEMBER 1
Who the fuck’s Lang-stan?

GANG MEMBER 3
This fat mother fucker’s Lang-stan, 
fool. Big Crack. You only grew up 
down the road from him.

LANGSTON
She doesn’t need to hear your *
profanity. If she wants me to have *
it, I have to respect that.

Gang member 2 reaches for the naginata. Nimradah slides back 
a foot, the weapon’s metal shod emits a piercing but harmonic *
SHRIEK as it’s dragged. *

The gang members cover their ears. Langston and Nimradah are 
unfazed.

Alonzo massages an earlobe to clear it then roughly grabs the *
Naginata just below the blade, pulling hard.

Nimradah’s grip unyields, Alonzo’s fingers slide across the *
blade cutting each one to the bone. Alonzo HOWLS in pain, and *
pulls his hand back, blood drips freely. *

Alonzo’s face turns angry. He reaches for gun. *

Langston hurls himself into Alonzo, bowling most of the gang *
members beneath him down six pain-filled stairs. *
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NIMRADAH
Langston! No!

Gang members emerge from Langston’s bulk and strike him. *

GANG MEMBER 3
You gonna be a pumpkin headed fool 
when we done with you.

Alonzo stands up last and watches the hail of kicks and *
punches.

ALONZO
(draws gun)

Forfeiture of life is immanent.

SHRIEK. The gang members stop their attack and grab their *
ears. All eyes are on Nimradah dragging the naginata across *
the porch. *

NIMRADAH
You guys are worse than sophomore 
chemistry. My teacher Mr. Jenkins 
is convinced memorizing the 
Periodic Table of Elements has some 
value. Wouldn’t you say that’s just 
stupid?

Bloodied Langston GROANS trying to get to his feet.

ALONZO
(blood drips from gun)

First I’m gonna shoot this fool.
(points at Langston)

Then...you. Just depending.

NIMRADAH
(looks at Alonzo) *

I think I can remember Aluminum. 
It’s sign is AL. Short for Alonzo.

Alonzo switches targets to Nimradah.

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
I get really hung up on the U’s. 
You? Ununbium. Ununtrium. 
Ununquadium. No? I sort of had you 
pegged as another Johnny, the 
science guy in my class. I hate him 
for his brilliance but I sort of 
have a crush on him for his 
brilliance. I’m interested in the 
world he will create. Just not sure 
if I want to be only an ingredient. 
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Alonzo cocks the gun. *

ALONZO
You hate me?

NIMRADAH
Yes.

ALONZO
You’re infatuated with me?

NIMRADAH
It took a whole week to love 
Johnny. But don’t tell him. He 
still isn’t sure how I feel. I 
think I like it that way.

Langston, on his feet, wobbles, ignored by the gang members *
surrounding him. He brushes away a bloody snot bubble.

ALONZO
That’s not an answer.

NIMRADAH
Can I put your number in my cell? *
I’ll call you in a week to tell you *
how I feel. I may only be 15 but I *
still need to think about things. 
Besides, I might need you for 
something. The world’s about to 
become a weird place.

Alonzo slides his gun into his waistband, pulls a cell phone *
from his pocket. They stand close to each other, exchange *
numbers. The other gang members look on stupefied.

ALONZO
(looks at the naginata) *

Blades sharp like it ought to be. 
You know how to use that thing?

Placing the book on the table behind her, Nimradah slides out 
of her waist-short fitted jacket revealing a silky tank 
underneath. She holds her jacket in front of her.

NIMRADAH
Aluminum Alonzo AL. Please hold my 
jacket like I am. But close to your 
chest. Like an inch away. Tight.

ALONZO
(holds jacket up)

Like this?
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NIMRADAH
Perfect!

Nimradah takes the naginata with one hand on the shaft’s end *
and the other towards the middle and raises it over her head *
almost to the porch’s ceiling.

ALONZO
Is it heavy?

NIMRADAH
Surprisingly not.

ALONZO
You ain’t never done this before? *

He backs up, worried. *

NIMRADAH
It would be a good death.

She smirks. *

ALONZO
This ain’t The Last Samurai.

The Naginata catches the porch light’s luminescence and *
sparkles as it dives towards Alonzo. The blade slices 
smoothly down and back up through the jacket seemingly in one 
motion. 

Two strips of wool float towards the ground. She catches 
them.

GANG MEMBER 5
(slaps Langston’s back) *

I ain’t seen nothing like that. I 
can’t believe she’s your girl.

Nimradah starts to bind Alonzo’s wounded hand with the *
strips. When she’s finished she kisses his palm.

NIMRADAH
Sorry about your belt.

Alonzo examines the buckle. It’s cut in half.

ALONZO
(beams) *

Waiting to hear from you is gonna *
be the longest week in my life.
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HELICOPTER BLADES SILENT AS A BICYCLE WHEEL. Everyone looks *
up to see a very modern white helicopter land in the street. *
Its windows are bone white. A door opens but no one exits. *

Several of the gang members bolt.

NIMRADAH
(grabs book)

That’s our ride. Come on, Langston. *
I’ll carry your weapon as a squire 
is meant to do.

LANGSTON
But. I need-- *

NIMRADAH
You don’t need anything. It’s time 
to save the world.

ALONZO
Go Langston. Or I’m going instead.

Waving goodbye to Alonzo, Nimradah helps Langston into the 
helicopter then disappears inside. The door closes. *

INT. LARGE AUDITORIUM - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Leather Barcaloungers with drink holders and TV trays, 
numbered 1-400 on the headrests, encircle a long line of 
empty buffet tables, all centered in an elegant auditorium. *

On a movie theatre sized LED screen, mounted above the stage, 
a video of a huge python eating an alligator streams.

Brad and George pump fists. *

BRAD PITT
Angie’s going to kill me. I left 
the meatballs she made for you on 
the plane. 

GEORGE CLOONEY
Don’t think twice about it. We’ve *
got enough on our plate.

They both turn towards the giant screen. A nest of baby 
pythons hatches. *

BRAD PITT
The girls were here earlier? All 
400 of them? And their parents 
don’t want to kill us?
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GEORGE CLOONEY
I’ll admit there was some grumbling 
when they found out you weren’t 
attending, yet. But all in all 
everything went better than 
expected. Only the parents of 
Nimradah Jepsen were suspicious. If 
that’s the right word. Most seemed 
to want their daughters to attend 
two weeks in a summer camp, acting 
in a reality show. 

BRAD PITT
How’d the girls react to the news 
they’d spend their first day 
traveling alone, to collect and 
escort back their 400?

GEORGE CLOONEY
Enthusiastic. They even liked their 
title: Squire. Basically, they know 
what we know. They’ll be providing 
assistance to men with unique 
abilities to aid the environment.

BRAD PITT
You’re still not sure what will *
happen when the 400 men are united, *
are you? *

GEORGE CLOONEY
Amsalu would only say that the *
souls named on the staff, those of *
the river hippo men, can reshape *
the lands they assemble upon, 
turning the soil over for its best 
use. But that the land’s new 
fertility is only gained as the 
earth’s old evil is drawn out.

BRAD PITT
Now I get it. *

(beat) *
Time for a beer. Want one? *

GEORGE CLOONEY
Sure, why not. *

Brad leaves for a moment, returns with two open Millers. *
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GEORGE CLOONEY (CONT’D)
I’ve been thinking of names for the 
400. The 400 by itself sounds 
“used.” Cliche. What about the 
Hippo Men of the Sudan?

BRAD PITT
Not a great ring to it. Sounds like *
they need costumes. What about The *
400 Sumo Samurai?

GEORGE CLOONEY
Done.

BRAD PITT
So we’re still on for tomorrow *
night? *

George nods. *

BRAD PITT (CONT’D)
Does it really have to be snakes? *

GEORGE CLOONEY
Bermese Pythons are the definition *
of invaders. If Amsalu is right, *
when the 400 are assembled in the *
Everglades, the snakes will attack. *

BRAD PITT *
And our boys will fight back. *

GEORGE CLOONEY *
That’s the plan. The land will be *
purified.

BRAD PITT
I read there could be more than a *
hundred thousand big assed pythons *
in the swamps. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
That’s the whole of the Everglades. *
We’re just going to be in a small *
area. We’ll be okay. *

EXT./INT. TEXAS - PILLAR LINED MANSION - MORNING

Fly over The University of Texas Austin, buzz past the STEVIE *
RAY VAUGHN STATUE, zip into a mansion through an open office *
window.
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DICK SMITH, 51, sits across from DICK WHITE, 49, examining a *
button with a rainbow pattern. Both wear seersucker suits.

DICK SMITH
It’s heavy.

(reads button) *
“I support Adam and Steve.”

(laughs)
Bullshit! *

DICK WHITE
Don’t get hung up on the dicks. The 
key to the button’s functionality 
is injected in the back.

Dick Smith flips the button over. It’s filled with a red *
fluid behind a clear plastic cover.

DICK SMITH
I’ll be damned. I’m surprised you 
can fit all that in the backside. *

He blushes. *

DICK WHITE
When you engage the button it emits 
the pheromones the female sex is 
most attracted to.

DICK SMITH
You don’t say.

DICK WHITE
Meanwhile, the active ingredient *
absorbs directly into the wearer’s 
blood stream permanently killing 
the response pathway male 
pheromones take in the gay man from 
nostril to brain. A two pronged 
attack on the senses rendering 
their gay tendencies rudderless.

DICK SMITH
DP. Double penetration. I like it. 

DICK WHITE
The Jesus Dislikes Homos people are 
going to distribute the buttons in 
all the big gay cities and key 
swing states. We’re certain to get 
real votes for the party when we *
bolster the number of 
heterosexuals.
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DICK SMITH
Any chance this can come back to 
ass bang us?

DICK WHITE
The compound we’re using is unlike 
anything ever created. Every test 
we’ve run to date comes back H2O. 
Red H2O. But H2O Nonetheless.

DICK SMITH
If I wear this thing will my gym 
socks stop smelling like a mules 
nut-sack?

DICK WHITE
Doubtful. *

DICK SMITH
Did you hear Brad Pitt and George 
Clooney are living in the same 
compound together near DC? A queer 
coincidence if you ask me. I like 
those boys but it sounds like they 
could use a butt-on each. Butt-on.

DICK WHITE
I got it.

The two men stand up, shake hands. *

DICK SMITH
As-Salamu `Alaykum.

DICK WHITE
Gracias.

DICK SMITH
HAH. Who says we’re not the party *
of the people.

INT. LARGE AUDITORIUM - WASHINGTON DC - DAY

From above the 400 seats it looks like most are filled with *
obese men around Langston’s size. Some still fill plates at *
the buffet.

Two of the 400 animatedly talk to George and Brad on the *
dais. The large screen is black. ROCK MUSIC plays. *

Langston and Nimradah enter. *
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COMPUTER VOICE (V.O.)
Squires are not allowed in the 
council hall.

NIMRADAH
But I...

LANGSTON
I don’t think anyone’s listening. 
Ain’t no squires I see here any 
way. Nimradah...

NIMRADAH
Yes.

LANGSTON
You’ve been plenty of help in *
getting me this far. I never 
thanked you for making breakfast. 

NIMRADAH
I’m so sad to be away from home but 
I know being at your hand will make 
up for my pain.

LANGSTON
Strange how that sounds sweet.

Nimradah turns still looking over her shoulder as she exits. *

Langston looks uncomfortable and appalled as he knives *
through the crowd of obese men. He looks at the piece of *
paper cupped in his hand “400.”

About to sit in chair 400, Langston looks longingly at the *
sumptuous buffet.

OBESE MAN 398
Help yourself. They say it’s free.

Obese Man 398 is TY, 25. He’s dressed entirely in black *
fleece which has stretched to accommodate his pannus. 

LANGSTON
(takes his seat) *

I would if this trip didn’t make me 
so nervous. I tried as hard as I 
could to get this little girl to 
tell me what’s up but she kept her 
lips tight as mine only saying 
she’s my squire. Kind of weird we 
have to share a suite together. 
She’s something. I’ll tell you 
that. More to follow.
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TY
My name’s Ty.

(they shake hands)
Weird is the word. My squire, 
Debbie, couldn’t stop talking about 
how awesome it was, we’ve been 
chosen to be in a movie? She just 
wants to make sure she’s visible.

LANGSTON
Langston’s my name. Movie? They 
took me from my own porch restin’ 
as I was for a movie? Nimradah, my *
squire girl; she comes walking up *
just as you please, right after 
dinner, with a big assed weapon in 
a box, and next thing I know I’m on 
a helicopter for hours and hours.

TY
You got a naginata too? I think we 
all did. I got a shotgun too. On 
account of my past military 
experience. Well, it’s nice to meet 
you, Langston. Look at the clock. *

(points) *
It’s 7:59am. It’s supposed to start *
at 8, so you should get a plate *
quick. Who knows how long they’ll 
keep us. Though I can’t say I’m not *
curious about what Brad Pitt and 
George Clooney have to say about 
the script. By the look of all of 
us it must be another 300 spoof. 
The 400, 400 Pounders blow up Taco 
Bell. Can you see it? A little rap 
music in the background. *

They CHUCKLE. Langston crouches then quickly moves to the *
buffet. 

TAPS ON MICROPHONE. *

Langston returns to his seat with large ribeye steak and a *
smothered potato.

LANGSTON
Damn. I forgot a knife and fork. Do 
you have any idea where we are? I 
need to call my daughter. She’ll be 
missing me by now. Twelve’s an *
awkward age. She’s been real 
distant of late.
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TY
Number 282. Bob, I think. Says he’s 
sure we’re near Washington, DC.

Brad and George step up to the microphone. *

BRAD PITT
Welcome. Please be seated. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
If we haven’t already met, I’m *
George Clooney and this is Brad 
Pitt. Please just use our first 
names.

BRAD PITT
I know some of you have come a long 
way. I want to thank you for your 
patience with George and I. We know 
that squires, helicopters and 
limousines randomly showing up in 
the middle of your normal lives is 
pretty uncool.

GEORGE CLOONEY
We also know that many of you 
haven’t had the opportunity to *
speak with your families yet. We *
can assure you that you’ll have 
that chance and that your squires 
are, as we speak, heading out to 
help in this matter.

Langston’s steak cools on his lap as he listens. *

OBESE MAN 206
Why are we here?

TY
(whispers)

This ought to be good.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Okay! Let’s just put it out there. 
You deserve as much. Have any of 
you dreamed of helping the world?

OBESE MAN 106
One cup cake at a time. *

LAUGHTER.
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GEORGE CLOONEY
Funny. But you might not be that 
far off.

LANGSTON
This is a movie? First I’ve heard 
it.

BRAD PITT
Number 400. Langston. Right?

(Langston nods)
It’s more of a reality show. But 
they’re almost certain to make a 
movie about what we do together.

OBESE MAN 99
How long will it take? I have 
obligations. I may not look it but 
I do. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
It’s sort of hard to say to the 
day. But I promise, you’ll be 
richly compensated.

OBESE MAN 12
All well and good but you should 
have said that. I’ve got work 
tomorrow. I can’t lose my job.

Thirty hands shoot up. EXTRANEOUS CONVERSATION. *

BRAD PITT
$10,000. Each. Per day.

DEAD SILENCE.

Everyone starts to TALK at once. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
(loudly)

That’s it for now. You have your 
rooming assignments. You’ll find 
your first days pay in cash in your 
desks. Report back here at 5:00 PM. *
We are going on our first 
assignment. *

EXT. TOUGH BIRMINGHAM SUBURB - NIGHT *

Nimradah KNOCKS on Langston’s home’s front door. SIREN. The *
door opens wide to MARTIKA, 12, a skinny, self assured girl. *
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NIMRADAH
Hi. You must be Martika. Don’t be 
nervous. I’m nervous enough for *
both of us.

MARTIKA
I’m not. You’re here about my dad, *
huh? *

Nimradah nods. *

NIMRADAH
He already misses you. That’s a *
good thing. My parents miss me but 
they’re angry as hell. I think they 
called the police.

MARTIKA
The police? That’s not good. Maybe *
you should get home. My dad just *
called to say you’d be coming. He 
said whatever’s going on here you *
shouldn’t have bothered. Said he’d *
be home tomorrow.

NIMRADAH
I know your dad wants to believe 
that. It’s in his heart to come to *
you. So I think we should talk for 
a few minutes any way. What do you 
think?

MARTIKA
Why not? My aunt’s out and I’m all *
alone. I could use some company. I *
do have a lot of homework though. *
I’m trying to skip my next grade. 
I’m tired of being around kids who 
don’t care. *

NIMRADAH *
I know what you mean. *

INT. LANGSTON’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER *

The room is neat, everything except the TV and laptop are way *
out of date.

MARTIKA
Would you like a soda? We’ve every *
variety up to the rafters. But dad 
loves his cream soda. I think it’s *
gross. *
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NIMRADAH
A Diet Coke would be great. *

Martika walks out of the room but continues to talk. Nimradah *
sits down and looks around. *

MARTIKA (O.S.) *
Alonzo asked about “the white girl” 
today. I assume he meant you. It 
was really weird. Normally I run 
from the sight of him but he 
seemed...changed. Like he’d seen a *
ghost. He wanted to borrow my *
chemistry book but I told him I *
don’t even take chemistry yet. *

NIMRADAH *
So what did you do? *

Martika returns with a Diet Coke and hands it to Nimradah. *

MARTIKA *
I gave him a book on tie-dye. 

NIMRADAH
Thanks. Maybe he’ll come up with *
some gang colors that are so wildly 
varied their implied inclusivity 
nullifies their differences. *

MARTIKA
(sits near Nimradah) *

Funny. You sound just like Alonzo. 
He always had a poetic edge to him. 
But the monster in him liked to run 
around best so I stayed away. You 
think he’s cute? *

NIMRADAH
Maybe. *

RING. Nimradah looks at her cellphone. The screen reads “HOME- *
BASE.” Her face creases with concern. She answers it. *

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
Hello.

COMPUTER VOICE (V.O.)
Turn on the television alone. No *
family should be present.

NIMRADAH
Martika, can you turn on the TV for *
me? *
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MARTIKA
Only if I can watch. I heard that 
tiny voice. Cold. *

NIMRADAH
(giggles) *

Okay. I’m in. I’m as curious as you *
are.

Martika grabs the remote control. *

EXT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - NIGHT

A cloud of Chinooks land along grassy swampy sward, the 
sunset sprays ripples with fire. The 400 off-load, their *
expressions range from mystified to terrified to pukey. They *
wear street clothes and ear pieces. *

All carry naginata and try not to spear anyone. Some also *
carry guns. Langston carries just a naginata. Ty carries a *
shotgun and a metal case of ammunition along with his *
naginata. *

The 400 duck down as the helicopters take flight.

LANGSTON
So this is the Everglades. I always 
wanted to come here but in one of *
those airboats. And definitely in *
the daytime. I had to count my 
first days pay over and over again *
so I wouldn’t be sick. One hundred *
hundred-dollar bills. That’s a lot *
of money. *

TY
The bathroom onboard wasn’t as bad 
as I expected. Must be custom. They *
even had paper extenders. I haven’t 
been able to reach my own ass for 
like ten years. 

(looks around) *
God I miss my wife.

LANGSTON
No shit? TP Extenders? First class!

Many grab their ear pieces as Brad’s voice comes on TOO LOUD.

BRAD PITT
We need everyone to go into the 
forest on the right. 

(MORE)
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Behind where the helicopters were *
and turn on your wrist bracelet *
lights. They just need a squeeze. 

Several naginatas splash into the water as men try to comply. *
The weapons glow eerily in the dark water. *

BRAD PITT (CONT’D)
Now form a large circle in the *
trees with maybe 50 of you in the 
center.

The 400 fan out huffing and puffing.

TY
I don’t see any ambulances. 
Someone’s going to have a heart 
attack and then where will we be? 
Some reality show. I don’t see any 
cameras. This must be a rehearsal.

LANGSTON
Let’s be one of the fifty in the 
center. I bet there’s not an 
alligator a mile from here. They 
probably saw all us and thought *
there was an apocalypse coming. *

From above we see 350 men in a loose circle partially 
sheltered from view by the many tall trees. The fifty men in 
the middle mill around uncomfortably. 

BRAD PITT
Now, carefully cut down all low *
branches, tall grass, and any 
scrubby brush, using your naginata. *
It seems absurd but it’s supposed 
to work. I assure you, you’ll be 
surprised and happy with the 
outcome. You will stand together in 
an unprecedented way.

The men look at each other, unsure. *

BRAD PITT (CONT’D)
Your weapons are perfectly suited 
for each of you. You will have 
skills you never knew you had. 
SWEEP, CUT, CHOP. Let’s get going. 
$10,000 a day isn’t for chumps.

Langston lifts his naginata like a tooth pick directing it in 
a short arc at a low hanging branch. There is a FLASH as the *
branch cuts away disintegrating into fluffy ash.

BRAD PITT (CONT'D)
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TY
Holy shit. Awesome.

Ty swings at a huge branch, it FLASHES like lightening as it *
crumbles. 

The entire grove comes alive with fire and the SHOUTS of *
excitement from the men. *

BRAD PITT
(surprised and excited)

IT’S WORKING. Holy crap. George was 
right. Okay. OKAY. That’s enough.

Sweeping over the forest, we see branchless trees and smoky *
vegetation well lit by the 800 wrist lights.

LANGSTON
Brad must be in a helicopter. But I 
can’t really hear it.

TY
Naginata. It’s like magic isn’t it? *
I feel powerful just holding it. 
But only with all of you around. I 
felt nothing from it before when I 
was alone. *

The surrounding black water churns with activity. The head of 
an enormous Python slowly breaks the surface and watches the *
400.

BRAD PITT
What I need each of you to do is 
walk around within the circle until 
you find the perfect tree. I can’t 
tell you what perfect is for you. *
You’re just supposed to know.

The 400 MUTTER. *

LANGSTON
It’s funny Ty. I can see where this 
tree can fall. Can you see it? I *
can see how it can fit with other 
trees as they fall.

TY
I don’t understand.

LANGSTON
Stand back.
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Langston slices the tree through the bottom of its trunk. The 
tree falls into a dozen other trees all falling at the same 
time, struck by different 400, their peaks collide to form an *
enormous teepee with a single entrance.

At least 20 such structures are formed as the 400 slice other *
trees and dash around like agitated ants. *

From above, the forest has become a fortified village. Every *
twig offers a tactical advantage to the army defending it. *

TY
Holy shit! Look what we did.

(raises naginata into air)
LOOK WHAT WE DID. OWWOOOOOOO.

EXT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - NIGHT *

A news crew shoots activity of alligators in an airboat when *
they’re startled to see fiery chaos of the 400 in the *
distance. *

NEWS MAN 1
What the hell?

NEWS MAN 2
Let’s get over there. Looks like 
something really weird is going on. *

NEWS MAN 1
(to alligator)

Looks like you’re getting upstaged.

Newscaster, BRITNEY WILKINS, 34, watches. Her eyes widen with *
excitement. *

BRITNEY WILKINS *
Please be something big. I need a *
breaking story to boost my career. *

NEWS MAN 2 *
I thought that’s why you’re *
sleeping with boss. *

Britney Wilkins scowls at him. News Man 1 lean into News Man *
2 and whispers. *

NEWS MAN 1 *
Must not be very good. *

They both smirk. *
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INT. LANGSTON’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME *

Nimradah changes TV channels. *

NIMRADAH
It’s supposed to be on.

MARTIKA
You’ve been looking for like five *
minutes.

NIMRADAH
They said the news. But I don’t 
know the channels here.

MARTIKA
What would my dad be on the news *
for? Maybe he’s the new Pluto. Or a *
swimsuit model. *

Nimradah tries to muffle her GIGGLE. *

MARTIKA (CONT’D) *
Nutra-Shake spokesman.? *

(points) *
Wait! What’s that?

NIMRADAH
Come on. Your dad’s sweet.

MARTIKA
He likes sweets. Go back. *

Nimradah hastily turns the channel back. Britney Wilkins *
talks quickly, clearly excited. *

BRITNEY WILKINS
This is Britney Wilkins from Action 
Twelve News. Thank you Tom for 
taking us live. We’re reporting 
from deep in the Everglades. What 
was supposed to be a sleepy tale of 
night time alligator behavior has *
turned into something bizarre.

NEWS CREW 2 (O.C.)
(whispers) *

Look behind you. *

The camera shakes. *
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BRITNEY WILKINS
Look behind you! I see what looks 
like an Indian village...with giant *
Indians.

NEWS CREW 2 (O.C.)
(hisses) *

Britney!

The news crew camera pans down to the open jawed head of a 
twenty foot long python. It slides behind Britney, it’s huge *
head parallel to her thigh. She looks down.

BRITNEY WILKINS
(genuinely perplexed)

Good kitty?

INT. LANGSTON’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME *

MARTIKA
Kitty? Is she for real? *

NIMRADAH
Did she say giant Indians? She must *
be talking about your dad. Maybe 
his character is an Indian.

Martika looks at Nimradah, confused. *

EXT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - VILLAGE - NIGHT

OBESE MAN 45
Snakes! Snakes! Snakes! *

BRAD PITT
Snakes! *

Thousands of enormous Burmese Pythons surge from the *
village’s bordering swamps. *

BRAD PITT (CONT’D)
George! It’s started. *

A python moving much like an inch worm on crack, half 
standing, half slithering, launches for Langston.

Nimbly Langston dives from a palisade, rolls and strikes off *
the beast’s head. He pounds his chest with his free hand. His *
expression silly with surprise.

Blood curdling SCREAM. *
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EXT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - AIRBOAT - NIGHT

Britney’s thigh’s in the jaws of the python now wrapping 
about her. News Man 2 continues to film, too panicked to *
help.

INT. CHANNEL TWELVE - BROADCAST DESK - NIGHT

Anchors JULIE CHEN and TOM CHIASANO stare at the screen *
behind them in horror. Julie Chen gets to her feet and *
points. *

JULIE CHEN *
Help her. My God. Help her.

EXT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - AIRBOAT - NIGHT

CRASH. Langston lands hard on the deck of the airboat. His *
enraged face fills the camera’s view. The camera man falls 
backwards filming Langston’s Samurai-like strike into the *
python which attacks Britney. The snake splits wide open, *
dead in a split second. *

Britney, gasps for breath, grasps her wounded thigh and *
stares at the mammoth man before her with surprise laced 
gratitude.

BRITNEY WILKINS
Who are you?

Through Langston’s eyes we see dozens of snakes converging on 
the airboat.

LANGSTON
We must get to the village. I can 
defend you there.

Langston scoops up Britney with one arm and leaps for the *
shore. 

LANGSTON (CONT’D)
(to News Man 2) *

Coming?

NEWS MAN 2
(dodges a snake) *

Right behind you.
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INT. CHANNEL TWELVE - BROADCAST DESK - NIGHT

Newscasters stare at the live video feed, frozen. The picture *
jumps in and out as News Man 2 fights to keep his footing, a *
few feet behind Langston. *

INT. LANGSTON’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME *

MARTIKA
That can’t be my dad. He’s fat. Is *
this a joke? *

NIMRADAH
I’m supposed to be there. My God. 
This can’t be right.

MARTIKA
There. Where’s THERE? *

NIMRADAH
It’s not supposed to happen 
tonight. There shouldn’t be so many 
snakes. They’re going to get slau.. *

Nimradah catches herself and covers her mouth. *

MARTIKA
Slaughtered...

Martika looks at the screen, devastated. *

EXT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - NIGHT

Ty rises in Langston’s path, a python latched to both arms, *
another wrapped around his legs, more behind him. *

More of the 400 can be seen falling under mounds of pythons.

LANGSTON
(bellows)

Into the teepees! Fight from there! *

Slicing demonically, Langston kills every python within ten *
feet of Ty and the news crew.

TY
Wow. I thought they had me! I need 
to reload bad.
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INT./EXT HELICOPTER - NIGHT

BRAD PITT
We’re coming around. I have to 
help. I think every snake in the 
God damn place all showed up at 
once. This shit’s gettin’ deep. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
Our copter is still five minutes 
out.

We see the helicopter door opening, Brad Pitt mans an *
enormous 4-barrel gun. *

HELICOPTER PILOT
Give ‘em hell Brad. It’s time to *
save our boys.

ROCKETS fire from cylinders on both sides of the helicopter, *
again and again. They hammer into a seething mass of snakes *
which still come ashore. *

Brad opens FIRE. *

BRAD PITT
Lower. Take us lower. *

As the helicopter sweeps around for another pass, the 
desperate struggle is seen for what it is: the 400 are 
losing. Those who haven’t fallen beneath the sheer weight of *
snakes fight from the many teepees. *

Langston tosses Britney into a teepee filled with wheezing *
exhausted fighters. He cuts apart the snake that pulls down *
News Man 2. News Man 2 scrambles inside. *

Five feet from the ground, rotor tilted forwards, Brad Pitt’s 
helicopter races chaotically over battle field. Snakes leap *
into the blades and are instantly killed. *

Brad fires close to the ground. The land is engulfed by fire. *

INT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - TEEPEE - NIGHT *

BRITNEY WILKINS
I’m back live, alive. We’re in some 
kind of battle. Men are falling. 
Snakes are everywhere... *

Britney whips around as a helicopter passes dangerously *
close. Camera man turns from Britney to the helicopter just *
as the blades catch the ground and rip it from the sky. *
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It erupts in a fireball, a hundred snakes bathed in burning 
fuel.

LANGSTON
(watches crash) *

The gunner’s clear.

Langston bolts from the teepee, his naginata twirls. His *
exhaustion is replaced by a new vigor. Cameraman 2 finds *
courage and follows at his heels. *

Brad Pitt dazedly gets to his feet, draws a pistol. He blasts *
a small snake at his feet.

INT. LANGSTON’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME *

Langston’s race into melee fills TV. Martika falls to her 
knees and yells at the screen. *

MARTIKA
No daddy! No! *

EXT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - VILLAGE - NIGHT *

BRAD PITT
ETA? Chopper down. Pilot dead. 
We’re fucked. *

GEORGE CLOONEY (O.S.)
Hold on. We can see the smoke. I 
brought a Seal for the deal.

Snakes converge on Brad. He fires his last shot, rapidly *
reloading.

GUNFIRE erupts behind Brad. He spins, ducks to his knees. *

Langston has the helicopter’s guns pulled to his chest and 
fires with uncanny accuracy, snakes wither away all around. *

Camera Man 2 flashes from Langston to Brad Pitt covered in *
snake blood who still looks handsome and flashes a smile for *
the camera. *

INT. CHANNEL TWELVE - BROADCAST DESK - SAME TIME *

TOM CHIASANO *
Is that Brad Pitt?
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INT. CNN - BROADCAST DESK - NIGHT

CNN BROADCASTER 1
We’re going live with footage from 
our Miami affiliate.

GUNFIRE ERUPTS in the CNN studio as the broadcast is picked *
up. Broadcasters stare at screen dumbfounded.

CNN BROADCASTER 2
That is Brad Pitt.

EXT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - VILLAGE - NIGHT

From above we see the snakes change tactics, leaving the many 
400 they have incapacitated, converging towards Langston. The 
400 that can, charge after them.

GEORGE CLOONEY
We’re here. We see you.

Soldiers repel down and FIRE as they go. It is SEAL Team Two. *

Langston runs out of ammo. He picks up his naginata. *

SEAL Team surrounds Brad and FIRE. Most of the 400 now *
encircle the remaining snakes. *

George Clooney’s helicopter lands behind the ring of 400. He *
heads immediately for Britney’s teepee. *

INT. LANGSTON’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME *

MARTIKA
My dad knows Brad Pitt? *

NIMRADAH
They’re going to live!

EXT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - NIGHT

All the snakes are dead. The wounded 400, are tended to by *
SEAL Team medics. No one is dead. *

SEAL TEAM COMMANDER
Number 400. That was one hell of a 
stand.

BRAD PITT
I owe you my life Langston.
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George Clooney comes into News Man’s 2 picture with Britney *
in tow. George looks camera in the eye.

GEORGE CLOONEY
We’ve been live this whole time?

NEWS CREW 2
As best as I can tell.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Shut it down.

INT./EXT. LANGSTON’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME *

MARTIKA
And George Clooney? *

The picture goes black. CNN newsroom reappears.

NIMRADAH
I’ve been trying to tell you. I’m 
sorry you had to see that. I’m not 
very good at this job. I just 
started.

MARTIKA
You got some explaining to do, 
Amiga.

(cocks her head)
Do you hear that?

HELICOPTER ROTORS. 

EXT. LANGSTON’S HOME - CONTINUOUS *

Nimradah runs out the front door onto the porch. The white *
helicopter lands in the street. The door opens. *

NIMRADAH
I guess I have to go.

MARTIKA
(takes Nimradah’s arm) *

I beg you. Be my sister. Take care 
of my dad. He has the heart of a 
marshmallow not a warrior. Bring 
him back to me.

NIMRADAH
(hugs Martika) *

I promise. I’m committed. 
(MORE)
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You’ll come to Manhattan with me 
when it’s over. You and your dad.  

EXT. EVERGLADES FLORIDA - NIGHT

LANGSTON
Thank you for you praise, 
Commander.

He starts to sway. *

LANGSTON (CONT’D) *
I’m just a little... *

He stumbles and leans on his naginata. *

LANGSTON (CONT’D) *
...tired... *

The SEAL team commander, COMMANDER LAPOINT, 30, catches him. *

COMMANDER LAPOINT *
You did good, son. You did good. *

INT. TEXAS - PILLAR LINED MANSION - STUDY

Dick Smith sits in an office chair and watches CNN News. He’s *
on the telephone.

DICK SMITH
You seeing what I’m seeing?

DICK WHITE (V.O.) *
I think everyone in the world is.

DICK SMITH
Apart from my pure agitation at 
someone having gone and killed OUR 
SNAKES, I have to ask the question, 
who the hell are those fat 
bastards?

Dick Smith hurls an ashtray filled with cigar ash and butts *
across the room where it shatters in a grey cloud. *

DICK SMITH (CONT’D)
FUCK!

DICK WHITE (V.O.) *
Calm down. You’re sure this line is 
clean?

NIMRADAH (CONT'D)
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DICK SMITH
Secure? A thousand times, YES! 
Jesus Dick. Someone who knows what 
we’re up to, has an army of fat 
freaks with huge cutlery and 
special forces... SPECIAL FORCES, 
and celebrities, undoing what we’ve 
done.

DICK WHITE (V.O.) *
I don’t watch their movies.

DICK SMITH
Could you be more out of touch on 
this one? George and Brad are mega 
stars with MEGA sized men and 
enough firepower to stock a Texan 
ranch.

DICK WHITE (V.O.) *
Or Houston street gang.

DICK SMITH
You think we have gangs? HAH. Your 
Pennsylvanian flocks of black clad 
horse and buggy riders got more 
power than any AK-47 packing douche 
bags killing each other over here.

DICK WHITE (V.O.) *
Bottom line?

Dick Smith pitches the phone across the room. *

INT. WHITE HELICOPTER - NIGHT

Nimradah sips a soda strapped into comfortable leather chair.

PILOT (O.S.)
We aren’t going straight to home-
base.

NIMRADAH
How’s Langston?

PILOT (O.S.)
He’s the 400 right?

NIMRADAH
He’s Langston. But yes.
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PILOT (O.S.)
The injured are being treated in-
flight. I don’t have specifics on 
any of the 400, but there weren’t 
any casualties that I know of. *
We’re going in for a landing. 
Should be nice and soft.

The helicopter descends rapidly. Nimradah looks out small 
window at the large yard they land in. A tall pretty girl 
with a young face, CLARI, 15, runs towards the helicopter. *

The door slides open electronically. Clari clamors in. She 
sits across from Nimradah barely making eye contact, belts *
herself in.

NIMRADAH
Hello. I’m Nimradah.

CLARI
Clari. I remember you. You sat in 
the 400 chair. *

She pulls out a cell phone. *

PILOT (O.S.)
I’m sorry. No phone calls. Not now.

CLARI
(bristles)

Too much... *

Clari starts to CRY. Nimradah unbuckles, moves next to Clari. *
She takes her hand.

EXT. MIAMI - CHANNEL TWELVE - PARKING LOT

Britney and News Man 2 watch as the Chinook takes off from *
Channel Twelves roof top parking lot. Britney waves.

BRITNEY WILKINS
I always liked George better than 
Brad but after seeing Brad fight I 
feel like Mrs. Smith at the end of *
the movie.

NEWS MAN 2
I hate those guys. The big black 
guy did all the work, anyway. But *
will he get the glory? No, they’ll *
take it I’m sure. *
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BRITNEY WILKINS
When we win an Emmy, I hope Brad is *
there to present it. And then there *
will be the after party. *

Her eyes light up. *

BRITNEY WILKINS (CONT’D) *
Watch out Angelina I’m coming for *
your man. *

News Man 2 shakes his head. *

BRITNEY WILKINS (CONT’D) *
By the way you were incredible out *
there. Running into battle like *
that. Those shots were priceless. *
Like I said, we’re sure to win an *
Emmy now. *

INT. CHINOOK - NIGHT

Langston is buckled into a plush leather seat. His eyes start *
to flutter open. *

LANGSTON *
I just had the weirdest dream. I *
was fighting these hug snakes and *
Brad Pitt and George-- *

George Clooney sits before him. George waves. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
Good morning sunshine. *

Langston nearly jumps out of his seat. *

LANGSTON *
What the? *

He shakes his head, trying to make sense of things. *

GEORGE CLOONEY *
Wasn’t a dream. But you did *
amazing. *

LANGSTON *
What is going on here? I didn’t *
sign up for no thousand snake *
massacre. *
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GEORGE CLOONEY *
I know. The snakes weren’t supposed *
to attack in mass. We still aren’t 
sure why they did. I know that’s 
not very reassuring. We’ll be able 
to tell you more tomorrow in 
council. But let me ask you a 
question Langston. Do you believe 
in super heroes?

LANGSTON
I was always hoping Bouncing Boy 
from the Legion of Superheroes was 
real. *

We see a picture of Bouncing Boy in Langston’s head.

LANGSTON (CONT’D)
He had a crappy superpower but he *
made even me look skinny. Are you *
saying what we did is super enough *
to qualify us as superheroes?

GEORGE CLOONEY
Yes Langston. I think that’s 
exactly what I’m saying. It’s a 
little more complicated than that 
but the 400 of you together, with 
your naginatas, you are capable of *
altering the world we live in...in 
ways not thought possible.

LANGSTON
And alone we’re nothing? *

GEORGE CLOONEY
I don’t think “nothing” is the 
right word. At the very least 
you’ll be a celebrity for a time. 
The press will lay siege to 
homebase. *

LANGSTON
We could have died.

COMMANDER LAPOINT
You were dead on your porch. That’s 
no life. This is living. *

LANGSTON
I love my porch. It’s already 
chosen for the final spot of my 
final day.
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GEORGE CLOONEY
I promise you’ll return to your 
porch soon enough. But for now we 
need your help. You may know I want 
to aid the Sudan. So many millions 
have died and so many more are on 
the edge.

LANGSTON
I got nothing to do with your 
politics, Mr. Clooney. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
But you have everything to do with 
what we did today. We have restored 
the Everglades ecosystem to its 
original balance. In ten years no 
birds would have existed in North 
America’s largest wet lands. *

LANGSTON
This is about snakes eating birds?

GEORGE CLOONEY
Rest, Langston. We will talk more *
tomorrow.

George disappears into the cockpit. Langston closes his eyes *
and lets out a SIGH. *

INT. HOMEBASE - HALLWAY - NIGHT *

Nimradah stands in front of a five foot wide arched door with 
the number 400 on it. KNOCK. KNOCK. 

NIMRADAH *
Langston doesn’t need a door this 
big.

She places her hand on a grey-gel square where the handle 
should be. The door retracts into the door frame. SWOOSH. *
Nimradah enters casually.

INT. HOMEBASE - ROOM 400 *

The room is well appointed with marble floors, a sparkling 
kitchen, California King bed with mused comforter, high-end 
Japanese toilet, hot tub, and guest bedroom. A floor to 
ceiling window looks down on a lush courtyard garden.
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We hear the DOOR open and close swiftly. We see Nimradah in *
the gardens amongst the rose bushes. SWOOSH. SWOOSH. Nimradah 
appears with several dozen roses and arranges them in a vase. 

A moment later she opens the refrigerator and stares at the *
wealth of food. She selects duck in a thick dark sauce and a 
large prepackaged chocolate drink with a straw on the side.

Straightening out the bedspread she centers herself with 
food, drink and remote at hand. YAWNS. Flips through channels.

COMPUTER VOICE (V.O.)
Transports will be arriving in 30 
minutes.

NIMRADAH *
Almost feels like home. Except for 
the enormous snore box due to 
invade my peace.

INT. HOMEBASE - HALLWAY - NIGHT *

Langston stands in front of door 400. Ty, arms bandaged, *
stands 20 feet away in front of door 398. Both have hands *
poised over gel pads and big jugs of Gatorade. Both look *
exhausted.

TY
You saved my life out there. No 
doubt about it. 

LANGSTON
We all did what we had to. I never 
liked snakes much any way.

TY
They say the whole thing was live 
on TV. I can’t think that was 
coincidence. You? It’s the guts of 
what they’re up to. We’re on some 
string that just got pulled.

LANGSTON
I can’t say one way or the other, *
Ty. But for sure I’ll be checking 
the thickness of the envelope due 
to us tomorrow.

TY
A guy named Jackson on my copter *
died of a heart attack on the 
flight back.
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LANGSTON
I hadn’t heard that.

TY
At least ten won’t be going on due 
to injuries or medical issues.

LANGSTON
Or death.

Langston SIGHS. *

LANGSTON (CONT’D) *
Night. *

He goes to press pad but Ty speaks up. *

TY
Hey, I was just wonderin’. Did you *
notice your blade has the names of *
all 400 of us plus the squires? *

LANGSTON
(leans against door)

What does yours say? *

TY
Just my name and Marissa’s. Same as *
everyone else. Name and squire.  *

LANGSTON *
Huh. *

TY *
Seems you got the special one. *

LANGSTON *
Or the cursed one. *

Ty shrugs. *

TY *
Lotta rumors going around. *

LANGSTON *
Too many to think about. I gotta *
get my sleep. *

TY *
Yeah. Me too. Night. Think I’ll *
have my squire wake me up. *
Otherwise I might be late in the *
morning for briefing. Feel like I *
could sleep for days. *
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Langston nods and opens his door. *

INT. HOMEBASE - ROOM 400 - CONTINUOUS *

Langston enters and looks around. *

He sees Nimradah asleep on his bed. *

LANGSTON *
Sweet girl. *

He smiles, takes a huge swig of Gatorade, turns off the TV *
then goes into Nimbradah’s bedroom and closes the door behind *
him. *

INT. SUV - WASHINGTON DC - NIGHT

The White House can be seen from SUV driver’s eyes. The SUV 
passes through a phalanx of reporters.

Brad and George, engrossed in conversation, sit in the back.

SUV DRIVER
Don’t worry. I can snake through.

BRAD PITT
Good one.

SUV DRIVER
Can I just tell you...that was the *
most amazing thing I’ve ever seen. *

BRAD PITT
Let’s hope the President feels the 
same way.

INT. WHITE HOUSE - MEETING ROOM - NIGHT

Brad and George sit at long rectangular table populated with 
various high ranking military, cabinet members, and the 
PRESIDENT. *

PRESIDENT
Aren’t super heros supposed to have 
capes and perfect hair? *

BRAD PITT *
Not necessarily. But it does help. *

Brad pushes back his hair and lift his chin, almost in a *
pose. *
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PRESIDENT *
What the hell happened out there? *

GEORGE CLOONEY
Honestly. I don’t know.

PRESIDENT
When you asked to see me about the 
Sudan, I was fine with that, 
mindful even then that decades of 
strife were nearly impossible to 
undue. I thought, why not? Maybe we *
can help, or, at worst, maybe we’d 
play some golf and agree to 
disagree. But when you brought up 
the 400, that’s when I knew there 
was a real game afoot. And that 
mere decorum would not suffice.

GEORGE CLOONEY
We both made a commitment.

PRESIDENT
You’re right, George. I. ME. The *
American people committed a SEAL *
team and military transports. *

The President stands up and begins to pace. *

PRESIDENT (CONT’D) *
I admit. I have a weakness for the 
unknown. I still watch Star Trek *
when I don’t have to assuage the 
fear of every government, in the 
world, that we have a new super 
weapon. Perhaps, to you, the 
world’s leaders are but accursed 
men who hold their manhood’s cheap 
for not having been in our retched 
snake filled swamp? But for me, 
they’re unanimous discontent 
stretches the very fibers of our 
nation’s security to the breaking 
point.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Mr. President, when we discussed *
the legend of the 400 for the first 
time, there were definitely more 
questions than answers. All we had 
were 400 weapons and a list of 
names.
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PRESIDENT
(eye contact with all)

Fix this. FDR’s legacy was The *
Great Depression and World War II. *
I don’t want mine to be the 400 *
Sumo Samurai. *

The President walks out. The SECRETARY OF STATE sits up. *

SECRETARY OF STATE
Not to add to the discomfort, but 
I’m told that one of the squires, 
Nimradah Jepsen’s, parents are in 
Washington demanding to be seen. I 
guess we should be thankful the 
other 399 families, without their 
15 year old daughters, were so much 
more agreeable to the merits of a 
highly paid reality show, 
inexplicably proctored by famous 
actors. I don’t imagine that would 
be the case if any of their 
daughters had made CNN with the 
rest of you.

BRAD PITT
I’ll see her parents in the *
morning. Early though, we have *
other matters to address. *

SECRETARY OF STATE
Lucky for you, that’s about when 
this meeting will be ending.

INT. LARGE AUDITORIUM - MORNING

From above we see the 400 squires each seated in the seat of 
their respective Samurai. Nimradah sips a Coke in seat 400 
ignoring the breakfast buffet for watching the other girls.

Loud GABBING changes to HUSH. All eyes turn towards Nimradah. 
A hand touches her forearm. She turns to find George Clooney 
kneeling next to her. GENERAL THACO steps up to the *
microphone. *

GENERAL THACO
(from dais)

Can I have your attention please.

All eyes on George. He holds Nimradah’s hand and leads her *
from the auditorium.
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GENERAL THACO (CONT’D)
(clears his throat)

Good Morning. I’m sorry Mr. Clooney 
has to leave us. I promise you’ll 
all get to spend time with him 
later.

The huge screen behind the General flickers to life. George 
and Nimradah exit.

SQUIRE 201
Sooner would be better.

LAUGHTER.

Back on the big screen a live CNN panel of experts led by 
ANDERSON COOPER breaks down the snake battle on a portable *
screen on location in the Everglades in the defensive 
village.

ANDERSON COOPER
We’re all in agreement that whoever 
these men are they’re as close to 
real life super heros the world has 
ever known. But why snakes? What 
were they doing here?

The squires look bored. *

EXT. TEXAS - FANCY GOLF COURSE - MORNING *

Dick Smith and Dick White watch as a few wild turkeys make 
their way behind the tee.

DICK SMITH
What I wouldn’t give for my AK. 
Thanksgiving in June. 

DICK WHITE
Can we stay on target?

DICK SMITH
Hell Dick. The way it looks like 
right now the Dem’s are gonna ride 
a wave of superhero fat right back 
to the White House and there won’t 
be a thing we can do about it.

DICK WHITE
All isn’t lost. Good always has a 
habit of rebalancing the odds when 
evil gains the upper hand.
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DICK SMITH *
Wait, are we good or are we evil? *

Dick White thinks for a moment. *

DICK WHITE *
It’s debateable. *

Dick Smith nods in agreement. *

DICK SMITH
So your guy’s already got something *
in the works? *

DICK WHITE *
That’s exactly what I’m saying. 
There’s a good reason all our *
snakes attacked them at once. A 
reason we can play to our 
advantage. Do you think you could *
use your committee connections to 
arrange a little meet and greet 
with the 400 Sumo Samurai on the *
National Mall? The public’s in full 
cry to interact with them.

DAVID SMITH
Consider it done. I’ll call Madame 
Secretary from the 18th green.

INT. HOMEBASE - GEORGE’S STUDY - MORNING *

Nimradah sits across from George on a large plush couch. She *
sips her soda and examines the room’s details. *

NIMRADAH
(points at picture) *

Is that your father? I think I see 
where your charm comes from.

GEORGE CLOONEY
That’s him. And he has no lack of 
charm. But that doesn’t mean he was 
always happy with me. 

NIMRADAH
I have a room in my mind full of 
the poetry of kind men. I go there 
when my father yells at me.
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GEORGE CLOONEY
That was a wise room to build. Are 
the windows so big the walls might 
as well be glass?

NIMRADAH
The room is as I found it. Only 
spartan rays decorate the ceiling 
through pencil thin slits too small 
to call windows. I think I like it 
this way. It flavors my days there 
in melancholy. I lay on a small bed 
and listen to the poetic men. 
They’re all strangers to me. But 
their words are clear. I’m certain 
all the advice I need to hear is 
lithe on their lips. And that one 
day I will be more absorbent. 

GEORGE CLOONEY
(considers his words) *

Just don’t let your tears fill the 
reservoir of your future.

NIMRADAH
(smiles) *

Won’t it be ironic, if on any other 
day, tucked in my room, I hear your 
poetry and it makes me sad. When 
today it sharpens my smile.

Nimradah leans towards George, squeezes his hand. *

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
Thank you.

George shakes himself back to reality.

GEORGE CLOONEY
You were with Langston’s daughter 
when you watched the snake battle?

NIMRADAH
We watched it together. My two 
trips to Memphis were filled with 
surreal moments. 

GEORGE CLOONEY
Tell me about the gang. When you 
first met Langston.

NIMRADAH
Alonzo? Have you heard from him?
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GEORGE CLOONEY
He was interviewed on FOX. They 
tried to get him to say you 
attacked him, even focusing in on 
his bandaged hand.

Nimradah’s face darkens.

GEORGE CLOONEY (CONT’D)
Not to worry. Alonzo defended you. *
I thought he was going to punch out *
Hannity when he figured out what 
was going on.

NIMRADAH
My parents saw that, didn’t they? *

George nods. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
Brad calmed them down. And don’t *
tell anyone this, but the President 
even spoke with them. *

NIMRADAH
(eyes wide)

I was afraid to turn on my phone. I 
don’t know why, but I want to stay *
here. I want to be Langston’s *
squire. Even though it’s a future *
of uncertainty it seems. *

GEORGE CLOONEY *
Nimradah, what gave you the courage *
to help Langston on the porch and *
talk to Alonzo the way you did? *

NIMRADAH
I don’t know. I’ve tried to figure *
that out too. *

Nimradah hugs George. *

EXT. MCDONALD’S - WASHINGTON DC - NIGHT

Langston and Nimradah are seated outside near the kids play *
area.

NIMRADAH
You don’t really strike me as a 
salad kind of guy. As your squire I 
think I’m officially worried about 
you.
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LANGSTON
24 hours ago I was knee deep in 
snakes. I still haven’t gotten my 
appetite back. I think I’m a good 
week away from secret sauce. 
Besides, at lunch they weighed us 
and I was ten pounds heavier.

NIMRADAH
I would have guessed five. *

LANGSTON *
Really? You can tell? *

Nimradah nods. *

NIMRADAH *
George talked to me today about my 
parents.

LANGSTON
How was that?

NIMRADAH
Good. It got me out of a boring 
lecture. I felt like I was part of 
a war room and the meeting hadn’t 
even started. I guess a lot of the 
girls probably needed it. I don’t 
know. Part of me is most interested 
in all the question marks. They’re 
like bees that bring you honey 
instead of stinging you.

LANGSTON
It’s little wonder Alonzo sees you 
as a way out.

NIMRADAH
What’s happening tomorrow? You *
never finished what you were saying 
on the way over. 

LANGSTON
I guess they’re gonna parade us *
around the National Mall. They want 
to show the world we’re just men. 
That what happened in the swamp was 
extraordinary but likely when 400 
fat guys accidentally change ranks 
from superior eaters to meatballs.

Teenage boy approaches with pen and paper in hand.
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TEENAGE BOY
Can I have an autograph?

LANGSTON
Sure.

Langston signs. The boy stares at the signature as he walks *
away.

NIMRADAH
First autograph?

LANGSTON
You know it is.

NIMRADAH
George had a lot of questions. *

LANGSTON
Questions? *

NIMRADAH
I don’t think he or whoever’s *
running this thing knows exactly *
what’s going on. I think he thought *
you guys were going to be “super” 
together but didn’t realize how *
much. But they know something. They *
equipped each of you, brought you *
to the swamps and we were ready to *
see something. Just not exactly *
that I don’t think. *

LANGSTON
Did you know every Naginata’s staff 
has the name of the man who has it 
now carved on it. And the names 
were carved a 1000 years ago? I 
just found out from Ty. *

NIMRADAH
They didn’t tell us that. A big 
omission of a pretty wicked 
ordination. To cross fields of 
time. To name a hero millennia from 
birth - rebirth - afterbirth - 
would take seering will. *

LANGSTON
And the Naginata given to me has 
the names of all 400 men on it. 
That is why they made me the 400th. 

(MORE)
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We are 400 men, all at least 400 
pounds, and I am the 400th. The 400 *
Sumo Samurai. The media loves it. *

NIMRADAH
I guess all the Weight Watchers in 
the world wouldn’t have helped, 
bound as you are to time.

They LAUGH, then quiet. *

LANGSTON
How’d you know you’d cut your 
jacket that way? You could’ve 
killed AL. How’d you know how to 
talk to him? How were you so bold? 
I’ve thought more on this than on 
myself. 

NIMRADAH
I could sense the gang would 
attack. Even before I got out of my 
cab they all looked in my direction 
except for Alonzo. He looked the *
meanest and acted badly but his *
heart is unshakable good. *

HONK. HONK. They both look over to see a Humvee pull up. The 
soldier in the passenger’s seat motions for them to come.

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
Guess that wouldn’t be pizza *
delivery, huh? *

INT. AL-BASHIR’S OFFICE - NORTHERN SUDAN - DAY *

Al-Bashir, alone in his office, watches news reports on the *
400 Sumo Samurai. He massages his temples. Large double doors *
open. Animist Amsalu and Lala are roughly escorted in by 
soldiers.

EXT. HOMEBASE - GARDENS - NIGHT *

Brad Pitt speaks with a man in a white lab coat, DR. *
THRESHER, 65. *

DOCTOR TRESHER
Numbers 34, 56, 78, 79, 245, 256, 
287, 304, 295, and 370 are all 
physically unfit to continue. Of 
course you know about Mr. Jackson’s 
heart giving out on the transport. 

LANGSTON (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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Mr. Clooney saw to his family when 
they came to collect his body.

BRAD PITT
It’s a terrible tragedy.

DOCTOR TRESHER
Jackson appears on the news crew’s 
battle footage. He looked 
possessed. He fought with great 
courage. Near the 400 in strength.

BRAD PITT
Langston is the strongest but I’m 
not sure his heart is in this. I’m 
not sure if my heart is anymore *
actually. *

DOCTOR TRESHER
That is a shame. But there is one *
more thing. I was reviewing the *
physicals from this morning. Very 
odd. But all 390 remaining men have *
gained exactly 10 pounds since 
their arrival just less than two 
days ago. They were all just over 
400 when we started. 400, 400 
pounders. 

BRAD PITT
(grim)

Keep an eye on it. We can’t have 
our boys exploding in the mall *
tomorrow.

EXT. WASHINGTON MONUMENT - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

From above we see the 390 are assembled in a circle around 
the base of the Washington Monument. They all wear voluminous *
white tee shirts and grey sweat pants.  

The crowd reaching 20,000 still gathers. They’re happy and 
excited. *

Dozens of press and their camera crews interview the 390 and 
the surrounding crowds. Several caterers pose for pictures 
with their food carts and happy 390 eating away.

A handful of protesters carry signs with pictures of Pythons, *
reading “Rest In Peace.” *

DOCTOR TRESHER (CONT'D)
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TY
(hands out an autograph) *

Langston, I thought we’d have a 
little security for this event. We 
don’t even have our weapons. And 
I’ve counted like 20 police in 
total.

LANGSTON
Nimradah brought my naginata all *
the way to my home only to have it *
taken away when we returned. I had 
it for the snake thing. That was 
about it. Still, it’s hard to say 
what’s going on. Nothing seems like 
it was ready. Everyone’s happy 
enough anyway. They’re curious. And 
on the up, up side we ain’t in no 
swamp.

EXT. WORLD WAR II MEMORIAL - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING *

Several hundred yards from the 390, Nimradah and the rest of 
the squires stand around the World War II Memorial’s 
fountains.

NIMRADAH
(looks at monument) *

The wreaths are so beautiful.

SQUIRE 398 MARISSA
What are we even doing here? It’s 
not like anyone knows any one of 
us. Right? Right! Nimradah!

NIMRADAH
Sorry. You’re right. I don’t know 
what’s going on. But I don’t have a 
good feeling about any of this. See 
those eight Priests over there. 
They’re all carrying huge crosses 
by the top. Like swords. Just 
sitting in a circle in full dress. 
It’s weird.

Dick Smith approaches. *

DICK SMITH *
I’m sorry to interrupt you ladies 
but I had to ask. You’re the girls 
for the big men, aren’t you? I’m *
Governor Smith from the great state 
of Texas. 

(MORE)
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Part and parcel to this glorious 
affair. America’s first super heros 
meeting the world.

SQUIRE 398 MARISSA
(excited)

You know us?

DICK SMITH
Know you? George can’t stop talking *
about you. After all, you are part 
of the legend, aren’t you? *

NIMRADAH
What legend?

DICK SMITH
The Japanese legend of the 400 and 
the 400 girls who served them. 
You’re the reason for their power. 
When you marry, the ring will be 
complete.

Marissa gapes, horrified. Nimradah rolls her eyes.

DICK SMITH (CONT’D)
Don’t fret. It’s only a symbolic 
marriage. Now, where are your 
naginatas? Your supposed to bring *
them to your men. It was supposed 
to happen already.

SQUIRE 398 MARISSA 
They’re on our bus. Over there. Do *
we need them?

DICK SMITH
Help me get everyone’s attention. 
Quickly. The President will be 
arriving soon and we need to show 
him what your capable of.

Nimradah looks at him, questionable. *

NIMRADAH *
I don’t know, they didn’t say *
anything about needing their *
weapons... *

DICK SMITH *
Trust me. *

He flashes a cheesy smile. *

DICK SMITH  (CONT'D)
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EXT. STREET - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

The 390 squires, Naginata in hand, cross the street from 
their buses, heading through the ever growing crowd which 
parts for them and stares curiously. *

Dick Smith watches them march away.

INT. APARTMENT - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Ten TERRORISTS of an Al-Qaeda cell full of agitation and *
frenzy arm themselves with machine guns and rocket launchers. *

TERRORIST 1
(in Arabic)

This is not our time. This is not 
our time. What are we doing? We are 
not with orders.

TERRORIST 2
Muhammad calls us to war. Can you 
not feel it in your chest? The rest 
of our brothers will stream from 
hiding in our wake, a tidal wave of 
visions of dead infidels. *

INT. STREET CORNER - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Numerous members of the gang Street Thug Criminals, STC, red *
bandanas struck, check their pistols and assault rifles.

STC 1
To war mother fuckers.

STC 2
Let no one stand in our way.

STC 3
The foot soldiers are called.

EXT. LINCOLN MEMORIAL - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Brad Pitt in a hat and glasses stares through a pair of 
binoculars and talks on his cell. He sees the girls in a long *
line, naginatas in hand, as they approach the 390. *

BRAD PITT
Did you tell the girls to bring 
their weapons up?
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GEORGE CLOONEY (V.O.)
Little busy here. I’m about to get *
arrested in this Sudan protest. But *
no. What are you talking about?

BRAD PITT
Someone must have said something to 
the squires. Someone recognized me *
and by the time I got back to my *
post, they were already joining *
their Samurai.

GEORGE CLOONEY (V.O.)
Call the Secretary of Defense. We 
need to head this thing off or 
we’re going be knee deep in things 
far worse than snakes. This is no 
accid...

BRAD PITT
George. George! Shit.

Brad sprints from the Lincoln Memorial racing along the 
Reflecting Pool. 

EXT. WASHINGTON MONUMENT - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

LANGSTON
(takes naginata) *

Nimradah, what are you doing here? *
And with this? I thought we’re *
supposed to be kept apart for fear *
of what terror might be brought on *
by our strength? *

NIMRADAH
The Governor of Texas told us to 
come up here. He was chatty. You 
know how convincing douchey rollie *
pollie guys from the deep south can *
be. Except you of course. *

TY
Suddenly, I don’t feel right.

DOCTOR TRESHER
Sit down. It’s hot out here.

NEWS CREW 3
(to Nimradah)

Who are you? Why were you carrying 
around such a dangerous weapon?
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LANGSTON
Something’s coming. I can feel it. *

TY
A whole lot of somethings.

LANGSTON
We must defend ourselves.

EXT. REFLECTING POOL - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Halfway along the Reflecting Pool Brad becomes aware of a *
large group coming up behind him. He stops dead in his tracks 
as several hundred blue clad gang members with automatic 
weapons sprint past. More pour from the Constitutional *
Gardens.

BRAD PITT
Secretary. Yes!...Yes!...Yes!

Machine gun FIRE several blocks away. ACK ACK ACK ACK. *

EXT. WASHINGTON MONUMENT - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

LANGSTON
Gun fire. How many Nimradah? How 
many are coming against us? THINK!

NIMRADAH
I...I...

We see a picture forming in Nimradah’s mind. From high above, 
thousands of street gang members flood towards The National 
Mall battling police as they go.

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
They’re coming from all sides. We 
have only a minute. There are 
thousands of them. I don’t know.

SCREAM. The priests armed with crosses leap from the crowd 
bludgeoning number 199 who falls over dead.

POLICE OFFICER 1
(draws revolver)

Stop!

A priest knocks the officer unconscious.

The crowd begins to run.
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LANGSTON
(echoed commanding voice)

DEFEND THE GIRLS. Use the Monument. 
Make walls. 

THE 389
(in unison)

WHOOH. WHOOH.

Dozens of the 389 swarm the Washington Monument. Using their 
naginatas as giant picks, they propel upwards to its peak. *
Balanced precariously on their fellows naginata, they plunge *
their blades deep into the monuments large blocks and flip *
them off. In only minutes the monument is half gone.

On the ground some of the 389 use their naginatas as levers *
to form a 15-foot high square wall, 30 feet out from the *
former monument’s base. *

The rest of the 389 swirl across the earth grinding ever *
deeper channels, the displaced earth forms a circle of *
steepening bulwarks around the square stone wall.

NIMRADAH
THEY’RE HERE!

An Al-Qaeda soldier drops to a knee, aims his rocket 
propelled grenade at the 389 still on the monument and FIRES. *
Two more Al-Qaeda fire RPGs in rapid succession. Two hit 
their target, the 386 move to other side of monument as their *
comrades fall to their deaths. *

The third grenade takes a hard left into a large group of 
Skin Heads. The Skin Heads fire back at Al-Qaeda before being 
overcome with their need to kill the 386. *

GUNFIRE erupts everywhere. *

As gang members run through fleeing crowds they pummel anyone *
in their way. Many civilians fall unconscious.

A bullet creases Nimradah’s arm. She winces in pain. She 
looks for Langston but doesn’t see him. Carefully she 
extracts a naginata from a fallen 385. *

The girls pack themselves behind the 15-foot high stone wall, *
entering through a sliver of an entrance.

A POLICE COMMANDER barks orders into his shoulder radio. *

POLICE COMMANDER
No I don’t think ARMAGEDDON IS 
OVERSTATING IT.
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SIRENS.

ROTORS. A helicopter gun ship passes over head.

Cars loaded with gang members BLAST up the mall at reckless *
speeds across walkways and short grass on a collision course 
with the 384.

Langston and Ty run side by side around the deep trench and *
ask every tenth 384 to dig a tunnel under the enemy. When *
they complete the circle we see tunnels now stretch out like 
spokes.

Langston spies Nimradah advancing up a rampart, Naginata 
raised in an attack position above her head.

LANGSTON
NIMRADAH!

ROAR OF CAR ENGINE.

Langston charges up the rampart in pursuit. *

A thick old Lincoln Town Car filled with gang members vaults 
up the rampart taking flight above Nimradah. She bends her *
knees, drops her shoulders and leans the blade flush into the *
car’s grill. *

The Naginata’s metal shod base digs into the earth as the 
car’s body slices in two, ripping its cab in half, both sides 
orange hot as they separate, careening into the trench on 
either side of Langston whose coated in blood and oil.

Like a ball rolling up hill, Langston emerges from the 
wreckage. He covers Nimradah just as the car’s gas tank *
EXPLODES. *

LANGSTON (CONT’D)
What the hell are you doing?

NIMRADAH
Brad Pitt’s in trouble.

LANGSTON *
There are tunnels. Follow me.

Nimradah and Langston jump into the trench just as the first 
wave of attackers is cut down by the 380 as they crest the 
bulwark.

Racing along the channel of freshly dug dirt, Nimradah stops 
for a second at one of the tunnels, then dives down it.
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INT./EXT APACHE HELICOPTER - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

The Apache circles the field of battle.

APACHE PILOT
They’ve got the whole Washington 
Monument torn to pieces. Looks like 
the entire city's gang populations 
emptied into the mall and are *
attacking Code Name 400 all at 
once. Casualties are mounting on *
both sides. Holy crap, they’ve got *
RPGs. A car just exploded.

MILITARY RADIO MAN (V.O.) *
Do not fire. I repeat. Do not fire. 
We are not authorized to fire on 
U.S. Citizens.

APACHE PILOT
Roger that. 

MILITARY RADIO MAN (V.O.) *
SWAT teams are on the way. We’re *
starting to get live footage from 
multiple news agencies. Hold 
steady, Eye in the Sky.

INT. TUNNEL - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Langston sprints, overtakes Nimradah. Daylight at the *
tunnel’s end comes into view. GUN FIRE. Langston stops and *
peers out.

Obese Man 169 bleeds from a dozen wounds but continues to *
fight against a group of fifty or so middle aged white men 
armed with pistols and knives. Brad Pitt fights at his back 
with his fists, and an empty pistol. *

NIMRADAH
They’re fighting Kitty Porno Freaks 
bringing up the rear. 

We see thousands of men past the tunnel’s exit, pressed *
together in an effort to cross over the ramparts. Many cars 
try to push through but are bogged down by the men they’ve *
crushed.

POLICE SIRENS WAIL. Squad cars by the dozens start to form a *
perimeter. Their shot guns and pistols bristle over car 
doors.
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LANGSTON
(sees arm wound)

You’re bleeding.

NIMRADAH
If my parents ask, tell them we 
were fishing.

LANGSTON
With guns? Stop smiling. Stay here.

EXT. WASHINGTON MONUMENT GROUNDS - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Langston charges into thick of portly evil men hewing three 
down with each wicked stroke. Nimradah follows just behind 
Langston’s arcing Naginata, closing her eyes each time 
there’s a bloody spray.

NIMRADAH
I didn’t mean to kill those men in 
the car.

LANGSTON
(swings) *

NIMRADAH! Kind of busy here...Stay 
close.

EXT. WASHINGTON MONUMENT - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Earth continues to fly from the trenches as many of the 375 
dig deeper, showering huge chunks of earth on the advancing 
hoards.

An Escalade filled with gang members firing AKs crests a 
rampart, heads into the trench, and flattens a 374. The SUV *
turns skillfully along the trench floor and gains speed. More *
men fall beneath it. *

Ty leaps from the ramparts height, his great bulk crushes the *
Escalade’s hood and pushes its engine into the ground. With *
two mighty swings Ty severs the top of the SUV. All inside *
are dead.

INT. STONE WALLED STRUCTURE - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

The Fox News crew slides through narrow opening into the 
stone structure built to protect the squires. They’re met 
immediately by a 370 who lets them pass when he sees who they 
are.
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Most of the girls are terrified. Many talk on their phones to 
their friends and parents.

OBESE MAN 111
What’s happening?

FOX NEWS CASTER
(out of breath)

I should be asking you that. What *
did you guys do to piss off every 
banger in the city? It looks like a 
full on war out there. *

EXT. WASHINGTON MONUMENT GROUNDS - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Kitty Porno Freaks swarm Brad, their fists pummel him to the *
ground.

Nimradah raises her Naginata to strike, her blade’s edge 
stops a breath from a man’s neck, before she drives the *
weapon’s end deep into the sidewalk which cracks in half.

The impact’s PIERCING NOISE shatters every attacker’s ear 
drums within thirty feet. They fall in mass, save one. A 
thick ugly man poised over Brad with a long needle thin 
blade. A dazed Brad watches the point descend.

Nimradah closes her eyes and brings her blade down through *
his shoulder into his heart. He falls backwards away from 
Brad who struggles to his feet with a hand from Langston.

Both men stare at Nimradah when a dozen police grab them from *
behind. They pull Brad and Nimradah towards safety. *

Langston stares threateningly at the four officers waiting 
for him. They back away, arresting instead the many 
combatants that are regaining consciousness.

NIMRADAH
LANGSTON!

LANGSTON
GO!

Langston charges towards the encircling fray just as many 359 
break out behind their adversaries from the tunnels they’ve 
dug.

POLICE OFFICER 2
(loud speaker)

You will be fired upon. Cease and 
desist. You will be fired upon. 
Cease and desist.
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An officer wrestles the Naginata from Nimradah.

EXT. WASHINGTON MONUMENT - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Langston slams into the back of the enemy’s lines. Dozens 
fall before they realize what’s happening.

A grenade EXPLODES only feet away, shrapnel rips up *
Langston’s side.

EXT. WASHINGTON MONUMENT GROUNDS - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Nimradah cries out in pain. *

NIMRADAH *
Ahhhh! *

A startled officer points to blood filling the threads of her 
white shirt. The blood drips down her wrist. *

EXT. WASHINGTON MONUMENT - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Gripping his Naginata in one hand, an injured Langston sweeps *
it in an awesome arc, shattering skulls and severing limbs in 
a giant circle as he falls.

EXT. WASHINGTON MONUMENT GROUNDS - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

Nimradah falls to the ground, unconscious. Brad kneels beside 
her, presses his fingers to her neck as paramedics whisk her *
away.

EXT. STONE WALLED STRUCTURE - WASHINGTON DC - MORNING

A dozen Al-Qaeda, gain the ramparts, FIRE rockets at the *
stone walls. BOOM. The North wall shatters. Clouds of debris 
billow. Squires SHRIEK. *

FADE OUT.

INT. AMBULANCE - MORNING

Brad Pitt sits across from an unconscious Nimradah. He *
watches a PARAMEDIC feverishly apply the final pressure *
bandage on Nimradah’s traumatized left side. Her eyes 
flutter.
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NIMRADAH
(removes oxygen mask) *

Where are we going? Where is *
Langston? I wish to be with him. *

Paramedic moves to put her oxygen mask back on but Brad 
gestures for him to stop.

BRAD PITT
(whispers)

Tell me what’s happening to you.

NIMRADAH
(points at bandages) *

It’s nothing. Langston would have 
died if I didn’t take some of his 
injuries. There is so much I can 
see now about how this works. *

PARAMEDIC
We’re minutes from Washington 
Hospital Center.

NIMRADAH
I have a friend who’s in a gang. He 
wouldn’t have fugued with us like 
this. He wouldn’t have been drawn 
out with all the other evil our 
presence drew.

AMBULANCE DRIVER
(sees humvee in mirror)

We’ve picked up a military escort.

NIMRADAH
You had to kill?

BRAD PITT
Yes.

NIMRADAH
Six or seven I think died at my *
hands. They were blown to bits *
except the one who was sitting on 
your chest. I couldn’t let him kill 
you.

BRAD PITT
Six or seven for me as well. I 
carry their burden because I’m 
alive. I should be dead. Just like 
with the snakes, I should be dead. 
How did you know I needed help? *

(MORE)
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And Langston, again. Many others 
needed saving. Many die still.

NIMRADAH
No more die. The battle is over. 
320 Samurai survived. Many squires 
are injured but all are alive. 

BRAD PITT
Langston?

PARAMEDIC
We’re here! I’m sorry, Mr. Pitt. *

NIMRADAH
Wait. Is you wife okay? *

BRAD PITT
Yes. Concerned, pissed, but fine. *
How did you... *

NIMRADAH
(whispers to herself)

I could hear your heart.

Medical crews with the help of military personnel unload 
Nimradah and whisk her away. Brad moves to follow but a 
CAPTAIN takes his arm and guides him back to the humvee. *

CAPTAIN
Sir. You’re needed at the White 
House.

INT. OVAL OFFICE - WHTIE HOUSE - NIGHT

George, Brad, Langston and Ty sit in a half circle in front 
of the President’s desk.

The President walks in alone, motions for the men to stay *
seated, and sits at his desk.

PRESIDENT
Did you know the stock market is up 
300 points in after hours trading? 
I guess destroying the Washington 
Monument is somehow good for the 
National Psyche, though, I confess, 
to not sharing in their ebullience.

The door opens to Secret Service with a cart covered in subs *
from Taylor Gourmet.

BRAD PITT (CONT'D)
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PRESIDENT (CONT’D)
You guys okay with turkey? Double 
meat, light on the vegetables. I 
use to get take out from this place 
all the time as a Junior Senator.

The men all smile and grab a sandwich. *

PRESIDENT (CONT’D)
My friends and enemies accuse me of 
being too observant. They say I’m 
too interested in subtlety. That 
the stick I carry should be wielded 
like a stick not a hand shake. I 
say that’s bull shit. Eight 
thousand citizens died today. I 
would have seen each attacker to a 
trial. But they took their rights 
to your blades and there’s nothing 
I can do about that.

LANGSTON
(sighs)

8,000. Al-Qaeda, street gangs, 
corrupt clergy, child 
pornographers. 

GEORGE CLOONEY
I guess we should be thankful 
Congress wasn’t in session. We have *
70 dead of our own. We’re the 320 
now. How many civilians? Police? *

PRESIDENT
Lot’s of bruises and injured 
ankles. Most people attending the 
meet and greet had ample time to 
escape once the priest’s attacked. 
11 officers were killed in the line 
of duty.

BRAD PITT
And the Governor of Texas?

PRESIDENT
In his office.

LANGSTON
My squire, Nimradah, said the *
Governor was the reason they 
brought our weapons to us. All this 
would’ve been avoided if not for *
his interference.
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PRESIDENT
I’ve read your debriefing reports. 
Washington has a different clock 
for justice than the one beating in 
your chest. Still, from all I’ve 
heard of Nimradah, I can only 
imagine she’s dedicated to the 
truth. *

LANGSTON
Nimradah took that wound from me. I 
could see her. I felt the metal 
enter up and down my side and then 
I could see it entering her and I 
was left uninjured, like nothing 
hit me. It was one of the worst 
feelings in my life. With out her 
intervention, I would have fallen, 
and...

BRAD PITT
The battle would have been lost.

PRESIDENT
And you would be lost. You were in 
the thick of the fight again. I saw 
the footage. The First Lady still 
enjoys your movies Brad. She won’t 
be happy with me if you get 
yourself killed.

KNOCK. The JAPANESE AMBASSADOR is escorted in. All stand and *
introductions are made with lots of bowing.

PRESIDENT (CONT’D)
George, as Much as I was prepared *
to accept the basic premise of the *
Samurai, I’ve brought our esteemed *
Japanese Ambassador in to provide a *
little more clarity.

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
You are the second person to ask me 
this question in two days...

The President waves off the Ambassador from speaking more. 

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR (CONT’D)
The naginata of Mr. Langston, which *
I thank you for the pleasure of 
having examined, tells a tale of *
odd reflections. 

(MORE)
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In Japan’s history, we see great 
warriors both in strength, and 
stature, who cut down monsters and 
armies with its particular steel. 
They always crusaded for good. 
Invaders of consequence, in the 
lands they roamed, felt a summons 
to attack and were thereby 
identified and swept away.

(chops with his hand)
The weapon disappeared from our 
view when the family keeping it 
passed away to a man, 50 years ago. 
We traced it to Africa but could go 
no further. When we watched your 
battle of snakes we knew you would 
come to hear our voice on the 
matter.

GEORGE CLOONEY
This weapon was given to me in the 
Nuba Mountains by an Animist.

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
Ahhhh. Before I go further. May I 
ask Mr. Langston, with respect, *
were you always so large? And you *
Mr. Ty?

Langston and Ty are much bigger than when the day started. *

TY
I guess we figured this out. We’ve 
lost eighty men and we’ve all 
gained eighty pounds.

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
And how do you feel? *

TY
Funny thing. I feel a whole lot 
better. My joints don’t ache near 
as much and I feel like standing 
instead of sitting. After the 
snakes I needed an IV just to get 
myself up. Now I feel like I could 
go another 12 rounds. 485. Big 
time.

Everyone looks at Langston.

LANGSTON
I feel fine too. I’m not going to 
celebrate it though. 

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR (CONT’D)

(MORE)
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I’m interested in the Ambassador’s 
story. Did these Samurai have 
squires? Cause I’m worried about 
mine. She’s not like the other 
squires much less other girls.

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
I have thought about many things 
that are different from what our 
legends tell us. Let me ask of you 
George. This Animist, was he alone?

GEORGE CLOONEY
His granddaughter was there. 

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
She was tall? Beautiful? A creature *
of nature?

GEORGE CLOONEY
Extraordinary. All those things and *
more. *

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
You drank with her?

GEORGE CLOONEY
Yes. A local brew of her making.

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
And you had love with her?

GEORGE CLOONEY
Ummm.

BRAD PITT
You didn’t mention this part, *
George. *

GEORGE CLOONEY
I honestly don’t know. When I woke 
up my...middle area...was sore as 
hell. Like a marching band had 
walked over me.

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
She sees you as the father of her *
country’s hope. When she married 
you with the naginata you were to *
give birth to souls who would come 
to their rescue. That has been the 
way of the weapon. Never before has 
“the girl...the catalyst” come to 
be outside of Japan. 

LANGSTON (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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A Sudanese with the distinct magic 
of her people, changes the 
naginata’s role. This explains why *
you have the ability of animals to 
change your environment, a fortress 
is much like a bird nest, and 
squires to aid you, because women 
are the foundation of African life. 
Why one girl, beyond all others, 
why Nimradah fights, confuses.

PRESIDENT
Tell us! How does the legend come 
to an end? Because I can tell you 
the buoying curiosity with which 
the Samurai are currently viewed by 
the world, will rapidly end. We can 
all be thankful this isn’t an 
election year.

SILENCE. The Ambassador stands and paces. *

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
There is an old Japanese word, 
loosely translating to invisible 
butterfly. More to the way of a 
sylph. This girl will carry each 
day a greater risk to her life 
here. Until battle rages around her 
as a father’s comforting breath 
envelopes the newborn child.

LANGSTON
(alarmed)

Nimradah.

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
No, Langston. I do not know this. *
The sylph is probably the girl of 
the Sudan. No legend speaks of two 
girls of power. Only one catalyst. 
Both must be protected.

LANGSTON
That won’t be a problem.

GEORGE CLOONEY
What happens if the girls can’t be 
protected?

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
What always happens... 

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR (CONT'D)
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TY
(interrupts) *

Can’t we just be kept from our 
weapons? Nothing will happen then! 
Right? The girls won’t matter!

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
You will need your naginata more *
and more. They are your heart. I 
see the hesitation such an offer 
makes in you. Kept apart for too 
long you’re spirit will lose its 
face and you will cease to be 
you...And when the catalyst has *
died you will turn upon all you 
served.

EXT. STONE COURTYARD - NORTH SUDAN - MORNING

The Animist Amsalu stands by himself with his back to a stone 
wall. Both his eyes are swollen nearly shut but he’s smiling.

ANIMIST AMSALU
Let the birds come.

CRACK. The retort of many rifles. Amsalu falls.

PIERCING cry of a HAWK

INT. AL-BASHIR’S OFFICE - NORTHERN SUDAN - MORNING

CRACK. Lala flinches at the gun fire. She starts SOBBING. 
President Al-Bashir sits across from her unmoved. He uses 
remote to turn on TV. Video from the 400’s battles plays.

PRESIDENT AL-BASHIR
(stands)

Now you will watch the truths you 
would not tell me. You will watch 
your deceit and understand why I 
had to do what I did.

(leaves the room)

Pushing away tears, she forces herself to look. She gapes at 
George in the swamp, BLUSHING, and cries uncontrollably 
watching the Sumo Samurai falling around the Washington 
Monument.

We look up to see President Al-Bashir stands behind her.

Images from end of Washington Monument battle playing 
CONTINUOUSLY. Grenade knocks Langston to the ground. 
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He rises like an iron pillar lifted by unseen ropes. Grasping 
a second naginata he wades into battle his blades SWEEPING 
back and forth with the precision strokes of a Sculler.

LANGSTON
(bellowing)

“God and my right.”

HORNS BLAST.

PRESIDENT AL-BASHIR
You can’t see news reports in the 
bush, Clan of the River Hippo girl.

(hands on her shoulders)

LANGSTON
We see their end...

(Samurai stream to him)

HORNS BLAST.

PRESIDENT AL-BASHIR
You only speculated what Mr. 
Clooney was up to. You couldn’t 
have known, the ancient magic of 
our old peoples, was living and 
breathing, in the bodies of 
Samurai, and almost all the world 
was watching their sacrilege 
unfold. Now you know why you were 
discovered so quickly and your 
Grandfather was put to death.

(squeezes angrily)

BROAD SHOT from above battle shows the eclipsing shadow of a 
hippo with a huge warrior on its back rising up as a  
Lipizzaner Stallion.

PRESIDENT AL-BASHIR (CONT’D)
It was foolish and treasonous of 
you to think your Hippo Men would 
return to the Sudan to defeat me. 
They stand in the grossest way as 
contradictions to the teachings of 
Muhammad.

LALA
(scowling)

We wished only to attend HEROES 
come to open the soil to food. We 
imagined no story in which the 
STARVING, fed at last, would stand 
against your magnanimous God.

(faces Al-Bashir)
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QUICK SHOT of police and medical personnel both military and 
civilian moving onto battle field tending to the wounded and 
carrying away the dead.

LALA (CONT’D)
Years ago, sad from watching our 
family of people die in Darfur, I 
entered a door in my mind not meant 
for me. Once inside by heart began 
to suffocate. My souls edges 
hardened. Tall as I am, I couldn’t 
see the sky though I looked for it 
every day.

(tearful)
When the man from America showed 
his love for us, at our fire, and 
drank our beer, I’d, by fate, 
rendered that day, my broken 
Hippo’s heart led me to lay my 
spirit with this George, with an 
old, powerful Samurai’s weapon as a 
conduit for my voice to be heard by 
the MOTHER OF ALL ANIMALS. When 
birds came in flocks, each carrying 
in their beaks the vibrations of 
two human souls, I felt fear and 
regret. Who was I to bring brave 
men to serve on grounds foreign to 
their feet?

(takes Al-Bashir’s hand)
Please. When the Hippo Men come. 
And surely they will. Go to them 
with peaceful hearts in hand, 
thereby avoiding conflict. And as a 
great leader, direct their energies 
to the needs of all your people. 
For a Hippo man does more than tip 
canoes. They build homes, fertilize 
soil, and provide transportation 
for wayward souls. Millions are 
dead in Darfur and millions more 
wait to die in the Nuba. We wait at 
your hand...I beg you.

PRESIDENT AL-BASHIR
(gentle voice)

I do not see you as an enemy, LaLa. 
You are foolish, that I grant you. 
More an enemy to yourself than I 
will ever be. You knew you’d 
forfeit your life to work the magic 
you’ve worked. It is funny what 
conspires against a ruler in his 
own backyard. 

(MORE)
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10’ Black Mambas course through low 
cut grasses as fluidly as children. 
Would it surprise you, LaLa, that 
even as I gave the order for your 
grandfather to die, my heart was 
softening towards you?

PIERCING SCREECH FROM EAGLE.

LaLa and President Al-Bashir, startled, look to balcony. On 
the stone railing is a Steppe Eagle twice the size of any 
ever seen. Standing 5’ tall the bird opens its wings to a 
span of 15’. PIERCING SCREECH.

As Al-Bashir reaches into his jacket for a pistol, the eagle 
flies towards him with wicked speed, its 4” talons extended.

Unable to raise his gun fully, Al-Bashir fires through the 
eagle’s tail feathers, as its talons knife into his shoulders 
and the its weight pins him to the marble floor.

Al-Bashir SCREAMS IN PAIN. His gun skitters away.

The eagle’s huge black-Onyx eyes gleam bitterly, as its tawny 
beak opens fully, preparing to strike Al-Bashir’s neck.

The chamber’s double doors fly open, half a dozen heavily 
armed soldiers burst in.

LaLa punches the eagle’s beak as it descends diverting it 
into the floor. CRACK. Shattering marble fragments cut into 
everyone in the room. A ruptured artery in LaLa’s arm spits.

Surprised. BARKING LIKE A CROW, the eagle whips Al-Bashir 
into a sitting position, as a shield. The shocked, wounded, 
soldier’s hold their fire in fear.

LaLa grips her arm, staring the eagle in the eye. The eagle 
looks back appraisingly.

SOLDIER 1
Release him.

The eagle spreads its wings, turns its neck towards the 
window, and with tremendous thrust, launches itself through 
the open balcony.

One solider throws LaLa to the ground his gun poised at her 
head, as the other soldiers race onto the balcony, watching 
helplessly as Al-Bashir is carried off.

PRESIDENT AL-BASHIR (CONT'D)
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SOLDIER 2
Do not kill the girl! Can you not 
see the God Bird respects her?

(pulls LaLa to feet)

INT. HOME-BASE - ROOM 400 - NIGHT

Langston stands near Nimradah who’s sitting up in bed. 
WINCING, she pulls on a black tee shirt that says KING KONG 
on the front. We can see bandages running up her side and the 
discarded hospital gown.

Langston helps reconnect her IV to her wrist catheter.

LANGSTON
How’s the shirt fit?

NIMRADAH
It’s perfect. Now I won’t have to 
wait in the elevator line to get to 
the top of the Empire State 
building. I’ll just scurry up its 
heights.

LANGSTON
You were only in surgery this 
morning. I was shocked to hear you 
were coming back already. 

(misty)
I would have come sooner but the...

NIMRADAH
President needed you. It’s okay.

(starts to cry softly)

LANGSTON
What’s wrong child? The nurse is 
just outside. Are you in pain? I 
knew they had no business bringing 
you here.

NIMRADAH
No it’s not that. It’s just that 
you’re even bigger now! You’re 
bordering on huge. Great evil comes 
from potato bars.

LANGSTON
SSSHH. SSSHH. I feel fine. And we 
both know what’s going on.

NIMRADAH
You’ll never play CLARK KENT?
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LANGSTON
There’s my girl. Just know that if 
I am the last Samurai, I will 
eclipse 800 pounds...and I will 
manage.

NIMRADAH
And you’ll still be the man who 
gave me the best gift ever.

LANGSTON
Harry Potter?

NIMRADAH
(sniffling)

No. You fought next to me. Like a 
father.

(they hug)
Did we really lose 70 more of our 
fellows? What about the Samurai who 
looks like a Viking? The one with 
the red hair that wound above his 
head like a turban.

LANGSTON
I’m sorry. His name was Elias. I 
saw him fall.

NIMRADAH
I didn’t know him. I just wanted 
to. He looked indestructible.

LANGSTON
I know he fought well.

NIMRADAH
What will become of us? My parents 
are already on their way. My father 
cancelled a meeting for the first 
time ever. He says the only way I 
can stay is over his dead body.

LANGSTON
We’ll figure things out. My 
sister’s bringing Martika. She says 
she wants to see you. That she’s 
something to give.

NIMRADAH
I miss her. She has your bravery.

LANGSTON
Thank you...I have something to 
tell you. 
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NIMRADAH
Good.

LANGSTON
I don’t think you’d call it 
that..It’s you and the Sudanese 
girl, LaLa. Somehow you’re both 
bound to the Sumo Samurai. And not 
so much in a good way.

Langston recounts what was said by the Japanese Ambassador.

NIMRADAH
Wow. That’s sort of not good. LaLa 
and I both can’t live? Right? LaLa 
and I are lightening rods for evil 
like the naginata. Except... 
inexorably, evil will learn to find 
us, and the number of conflicts we 
illicit will grow exponentially 
until we’re consumed by sheer 
weight of them. No pun intended. 
And if you walk away from your 
weapons, you’ll lose you’re 
beautiful soul and destroy 
everything we might build. Double 
Wow. I guess we know what Mr. 
Vlasic would say.

LANGSTON
Nimradah. Nothing is certain. I see 
your mind working. It’s time to 
sleep not to fight extra battles. 
You need your rest more than ever.

NIMRADAH
But it’s true. We’ll twist ever 
faster, until we’re a cyclone, 
hacking and slashing all commers, 
until our storm ends and the earth 
is left clean from our bloody 
reign. Cleaned of them and cleaned 
of us.

LANGSTON
(takes a deep breath)

Good night daughter. Your heart to 
witness, I’ll find a way for King 
Kong to return home.

Nimradah puts her hand on the end table, easing up.
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LANGSTON (CONT’D)
Don’t get up. I’ve had my stuff 
moved to your old room. It seemed 
right. Good night. 

EXT. TEXAS - PILLAR LINED MANSION - PORCH - NIGHT

Dick White and Dick Smith sit in large rocking chairs on 
mansion’s front porch. They’re drinking and smoking cigars.

DICK WHITE
You’re certifiable.

DICK SMITH
Everything in Texas is certified 
something. WHOOO WEEEEE, I’ll tell 
ya, did your informant hit it on 
the head. Sure as shit, the moment 
those boys got their weapons, that 
place turned into the Okay Corral. 
And I had a bird’s eye view. Them 
Al-Qaeda boys were straight up 
pissed off.

DICK WHITE
Two Al-Qaeda cells were wiped off 
the map. Intelligence is guessing 
they were close to going 
operational. Agents had no problem 
tracking back to their apartments. 
HAZMAT was called in after one of 
the Geigers got a big hit. Could be 
our Samurai friends inadvertently 
stopped a dirty bomb.

DICK SMITH
Damn the luck. Here we go to the 
effort of starting a war in the 
President’s back yard and we make 
them heroes.

DICK WHITE
Some of the dead are juveniles and 
a few women. There will be a dark 
side to this affair regardless of 
how the public wants to view it 
today. The market will open higher, 
but mark my words...

DICK SMITH
What’s next?
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DICK WHITE
If it’s all the same with you Dick, 
I think I’ll take this one.

EXT. HOME-BASE - FROM ABOVE - MORNING

Hundreds of media from around the world are gathering around 
the gates of Home-base, a large well appointed building, with 
manicured lawns surrounding its 20’ walls. 

An ever growing mass of spectators flood the lawns and choke 
streets while police erect barriers.

When a long, black limo exits the crowd reluctantly parts.

INT. WHITE HOUSE - MEETING ROOM - MORNING

The Secretary of Defense, SEAL Team Commander LaPoint, 
George, Brad and Langston are sitting around a table-top, 
computer generated, interactive map of the Sudan.

COMMANDER LAPOINT
Show Kadugli.

A three dimensional view of the City of Kadugli in the Nuba 
Mountains rises up several inches. 

COMMANDER LAPOINT (CONT’D)
We can chopper into Kadugli from 
the USS Enterprise in the Red Sea. 
Sudan’s air defense radar has a 
threshold of nearly two hundred 
yards off the canopy. Getting in 
shouldn’t be the problem.

Commander LaPoint touches a spot on the Red Sea and the USS 
Enterprise rises from the blackness.

The corner of the map begins to FLASH RED.

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Answer.

Commander Lapoint presses the flashing corner. The square 
face of a CIA Operative pops up.

CIA OFFICER 1
We’ve tracked down to the Southern 
capital city of Juba and met with 
Southern President Salva Kiir. All 
is clear. I repeat. All is clear. 
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COMMANDER LAPOINT
Any time for Cinnamon Tea and 
Semolina Cake?

CIA OFFICER 1
Yes sir. Just like you ordered. We 
verified 5 Sukhoi-25 ground attack 
aircraft and 9 Mi-24 attack 
helicopters have been moved from 
hangers in the North to the border 
with the Nuba Mountains. They have 
some MIGs and an F-16. But 
locations remain secure.

COMMANDER LAPOINT
Excellent work. When will we see 
you back on deck?

CIA OFFICER 1
It’s up “two” you sir. We’ll be 
ready to paint the face. And push 
some buttons.

COMMANDER LAPOINT
Out.

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Good luck soldier.

CIA Officer 1 disappears from the map.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Did I understand him to say we’d 
need to be ready in two days?

COMMANDER LAPOINT
You’re wondering why?

BRAD PITT
Funerals for our dead are tomorrow. 
The stress and grief are enough to 
bare for a month.

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
There’s something you’re unaware 
of. Just last night we intercepted 
a communication indicating the 
government of Al-Bashir has 
executed the Animist Amsalu for 
treason.  

GEORGE CLOONEY
(on his feet)

What of LaLa?
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Alive. As far as we know. Reports 
are she was taken at the same time 
as her grandfather. Why they really 
killed him is hard to say. Likely 
they’re turning the screws on LaLa.

GEORGE CLOONEY
They’re not fools. They’ve figured 
out as much as we have. They only 
had to watch any news to see 
elements of their Sudanese legends 
brought to life in America.

COMMANDER LAPOINT
Action must be taken as soon as 
possible. In 48 hours we can be 
operational on deck in the Red Sea. 

BRAD PITT
I will meet with each man and his 
squire individually, starting now. 
I don’t want them to find out how 
much we’re asking of them in an 
auditorium.

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Langston. You’ve been awfully 
quiet. Are you worried about 
Nimradah? I understand she’s a 
fighter.

LANGSTON
Fox news keeps running her run-in 
with the gang car. She’s a funny 
one. Makes a nail look like a 
toothpick. But I can see her pain, 
even when the blood on her chest 
isn’t hers.

GEORGE CLOONEY
What do you think about a mission 
to the Sudan, so soon?

LANGSTON
Still ruminating. But I felt 
something during the battle in the 
National Mall. I don’t know what to 
think of it. If I decide it’s 
useful I will speak up.

GEORGE CLOONEY
I’m sorry, I wasn’t there 
yesterday. 
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LANGSTON
Don’t be foolish, George. The Sumo 
Samurai might of been chosen ah 
millennia earlier, our souls lined 
up and waiting, but it took your 
big heart to bring us together. You 
were there. I fought for you.

George looks moved.

INT. HOMEBASE - ROOM 400 - AFTERNOON

Nimradah lays in bed reading Harry Potter book. A nurse is 
checking her pulse. Nimradah’s cell rings.

NIMRADAH
Hello?

MAN (V.O.)
Nimradah Jepsen? 

NIMRADAH
Yes?

MAN (V.O.)
Are you aware you have 15 million 
new friend requests on Facebook? 
It’s a record for 24 hours. What 
are you doing right now?

NIMRADAH
Who are you?

MARK ZUCKERBERG (V.O.)
Mark Zuckerberg...from Facebook. 

NIMRADAH
(dead-pan)

“All right, Mr. Zuckerberg, I’m 
ready for my close-up”

MARK ZUCKERBERG (V.O.)
Sunset Boulevard?

NIMRADAH
Yes. Sorry about that. I can be 
bitchy if I’m stuck somewhere. 

MARK ZUCKERBERG (V.O.)
No. You’re fine.
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NIMRADAH
To answer your question, I’m 
convalescing and reading The 
Deathly Hollows.

MARK ZUCKERBERG (V.O.)
Good book.

NIMRADAH
Daniel Radcliffe signed this copy.

MARK ZUCKERBERG (V.O.)
You know he’s in New York? He 
posted about a press thing or 
another...I should let you 
rest...Would it be okay if I post 
this update on your Wall? And if 
you like I can accept all your 
current and future friend requests 
automatically.

NIMRADAH
Sure. 

The line goes dead. Nimradah looks confused.

NURSE
Who was that?

NIMRADAH
Mark Zuckerberg.

NURSE
The founder of Facebook? That’s not 
a call you get everyday. I guess it 
probably wasn’t too hard for him to 
get your number? Facebook goes on 
no matter what you’ve got yourself 
into. Pretty soon they’ll figure 
out away for you to post your own 
obituary...not that you’ll need 
one...you know what I’m saying.

NODDING. Nimradah opens the book. READING. Her cell RINGS.

NIMRADAH
Hello?

MAN (2) (V.O)
(British accent)

I’ll be sure?

NIMRADAH
Come again?
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MAN (2) (V.O)
That’s you, Nimradah...

NIMRADAH
Yes.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE (V.O.)
I’m Daniel Radcliffe. I read your 
post just now. I jus’ wanted to 
tell ya’, I’m a fan.

NIMRADAH
Mark Zuckerberg gave you my number?

Nimradah is barely breathing.

NURSE
(whispering)

Who is it? Who is it?

DANIEL RADCLIFFE (V.O.)
To tell the truth. Mark messaged me 
like a minute ago with your number. 
I hope that’s okay. Like I said, 
I’m a big fan. I watched the whole 
battle. I can’t tell you how many 
times. It was right incredible. 
I’ve been racking me brains to 
figure on how I signed something 
for you and can’t remember doing 
it. Where were we when we met?

NIMRADAH
You signed it for Langston. I don’t 
know when. He gave it to me the day 
we met. 

DANIEL RADCLIFFE (V.O.)
The man who saved Brad Pitt from 
the snakes? Cor Blimey.

NIMRADAH
And the Porno Freaks. I’m his 
squire. It’s good to meet you.

The line goes dead. Nimradah looks angry.

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
Can’t a girl talk to the most 
famous boy in the world for longer 
than a minute?
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INT. HOME-BASE - GEORGE’S WARM STUDY - AFTERNOON

Brad and George sit on couch in George’s study.

BRAD PITT
Every Samurai I talked to says they 
want to continue. But they all had 
the same regret. They didn’t want 
their squires to come...even though 
they felt great power and improved 
battlefield vision from their close 
proximity at the Washington 
Monument. They said they would’ve 
been wiped without them so near.

GEORGE CLOONEY
So they’re willing to go to the 
Sudan, where the odds will likely 
be much worse, to save LaLa, a girl 
they’ve never met, and to help a 
people whose names they can’t 
pronounce?

BRAD PITT
That’s about the story. They’re 
also worried about Nimradah. 
General Thaco called. He’s taking 
command over operational details. 
In 36 hours we’ll be taken to 
Bolling Airforce Base where we’ll 
board C-141 Starlifters and fly to 
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. From there 
we’ll chopper to the USS Enterprise 
in the Red Sea off the coast of 
Sudan.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Angie and all the kids are here?

BRAD PITT
Yup. They’re waiting at the Ritz 
Carlton.

GEORGE CLOONEY
You’re not coming to the Sudan are 
you?

BRAD PITT
It’s a tough one. I’m not sure I 
signed on to turn my life into a 
movie. Angie’s cool...but the kids. 
They’re like “dad, that was 
awesome.” And they’re crying at the 
same time.
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George offers his hand to Brad. They shake.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Go to your family. Just remember 
1300 hours at Arlington National 
Cemetery. Our dead will be honored, 
their bodies escorted to their 
homes by their families. Everyone 
who can attend is being flown in.

BRAD PITT
And then we’re supposed to see the 
squire’s families?

GEORGE CLOONEY
Yes.

BRAD PITT
Let me talk to them.

GEORGE CLOONEY
You’re a good friend.

BRAD PITT
And Nimradah?

GEORGE CLOONEY
I don’t know.

(deep breath)
I don’t know.

KNOCK.

General Thaco enters hurriedly.

GENERAL THACO
President Al-Bashir’s been 
abducted. First vice-president, Ali 
Osman Taha, is giving a news 
conference right now.

The General turns on the TV. The dark, simple looking VP Taha 
is speaking before a handful of foreign and state press.

VP TAHA
Rebels from South Sudan, under the 
guise of peace, brutally abducted 
President Al-Bashir only hours ago. 
Currently we do not know his 
whereabouts. Rest assured, I have 
full authority to act in our great 
President’s stead and to persecute 
any means necessary to achieve his 
safe return. 
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Hands of reporters shoot up as they fire questions. VP Taha 
turns and walks away from podium.

General Thaco turns off the TV.

GENERAL THACO
Gentlemen. We have some decisions 
to make.

INT. HOME-BASE - ROOM 400 - NIGHT

Nimradah and Langston sit eating dinner with nurse. Nimradah 
wears a sleeveless short dress, a wheeled IV stand behind her.

NURSE
You’re looking so much better.

COMPUTER VOICE
Nimradah you have a visitor. Please 
come to greet in reception garden.

LANGSTON
Your parents?

COMPUTER VOICE
Langston you have a visitor. Please 
come to greet in reception garden.

NIMRADAH
Martika?

INT. HOME-BASE - RECEPTION GARDEN - NIGHT

Langston and Nimradah walk slowly into the reception gardens 
together. Nimradah wheeling her IV pole along.

NIMRADAH
Is that Alonzo?

Alonzo lifts his hand giving half salute from East corner.

LANGSTON
Is that Daniel Radcliffe?

Daniel waves from West corner.

The four of them converge in the middle, Alonzo and Daniel 
moving to hug Nimradah at the same time, BUMPING into each 
other.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Excuse me. Sorry.

ALONZO
No problem man.
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Everyone is staring at each other, Nimradah’s cheeks crimson.

LANGSTON
Excuse us gentlemen.

(guides her away)
We’ll be right with you.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Sure thing.

ALONZO
Sure thing.

Daniel and Alonzo look at each other poisonously.

ALONZO
Who the fuck are you?

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
No one.

LANGSTON
What the hell’s going on? Two boys? 
Harry Potter? I know I don’t know 
you that well, but I do know you’re 
supposed to be resting.

NIMRADAH
I don’t know what’s going on. I 
didn’t invite either of them. 
Alonzo came here for you.

LANGSTON
A little fame, and you got the 
stink’n Love Jones on you. That’s 
it.

NIMRADAH
There’s no stink here! Or love. Or 
Mr. Jones. Look at me. I look 
terrible. Like a rotten fence post. 
Get rid of them.

COMPUTER VOICE
Nimradah you have a visitor. Please 
come to greet in reception garden.

NIMRADAH
Holy crap!

Pulling her hair over her eyes, she WINCES.

SWISH. Sound of electric door opening.
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MRS. JEPSEN (O.S.)
Darling what are you doing out of 
bed?

Nimradah’s parents approach. Both are dressed fashionably and 
wreak of old money. Each cups one of Nimradah’s hands and 
kisses a cheek at the same time.

MR. JEPSEN
Langston. Your looking well. Better 
than my daughter for sure. But I 
guess that goes without saying. You 
fight and others pay the price.

LANGSTON
Mr. And Mrs. Jepsen. It’s good to 
see you again, too. I’m sorry about 
the circumstances.

MRS. JEPSEN
Honey. Who are your friends?

NIMRADAH
(mortified)

Alonzo.

MRS. JEPSEN
Pleasure, I’m sure.

NIMRADAH
And Daniel Radcliffe.

MRS. JEPSEN
Oh. The Harry Potter boy.

(looks appraisingly)
Who are you here for Daniel?

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
For Nimradah, ma’am.

Mr. Jepsen leans in and shakes Daniel’s hand vigorously.

MR. JEPSEN
Nice work son. I appreciate the 
hell out of your success...and 
acting.

MRS. JEPSEN
And you, Al...

ALONZO
Alonzo.
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DANIEL RADCLIFFE
I’m here to help.

ALONZO (CONT'D)
I’m here to help.

MR. JEPSEN
Help? Nimradah is going home 
tonight. 

NIMRADAH
(her eyes narrow)

The other squires are going 
tomorrow.

MRS. JEPSEN
You’re going, sweetheart. We had a 
bad feeling about this from the 
beginning. Our hearts are breaking 
just looking at you. Our baby 
riddled by a grenade.

(sniffling)

NIMRADAH
Mom...dad...excuse me for a second.

Nimradah leads Alonzo and Daniel to a nearby table. They sit 
with Nimradah in the middle whispering intensely.

When Nimradah looks up at Langston ALONE with her parents, he 
gestures EXASPERATEDLY for them to return. 

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
Can you guys join us? We’ve an idea.

Daniel stands to help with Mrs. Jepsen’s chair. They all sit.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Mr. And Mrs. Jepsen. The funeral 
for the lost Samurai is tomorrow. 
Alonzo and I’d like very much to 
attend with your daughter. There 
are no denials for what’s happened. 
But closure’s as important to 
living life as creation.

ALONZO
I’ve seen how Nimradah is in the 
face of things galactically 
strange. I saw how she fought for 
Langston on his own porch. A man 
she knew not at all. I stood upon 
the edge of evisceration falling in 
love with the hope she gave me. 
Honor her with your confidence.

Alonzo and Daniel shake hands under the table.
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SWISH. George Clooney enters. He looks grim.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Don’t get up. Daniel?

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
It’s a long story.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Alonzo. I recognize you from the 
Hannity show. You showed real 
restraint. Welcome.

(coughs)
Mr. And Mrs. Jepsen. Good to see 
you again so soon. Though I 
apologize for everything. 

George stands behind Langston massaging his massive shoulders.

MRS. JEPSEN
(blushing)

George. These two nice boys just 
convinced us to let Nimradah attend 
tomorrow’s funeral. It only seems 
right. Right Luke.

MR. JEPSEN
Yes. Right. Jane.

GEORGE CLOONEY
It’s settled. I’ll have some food 
brought in and arrange for rooms. 
Mr. Jepsen would you be interested 
in a little 30 year old scotch?

MR. JEPSEN
Chivas Regal Royal, maybe?

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
I’m in.

ALONZO
I’m in.

They LAUGH loudly.

GEORGE CLOONEY
It’s settled.

General conversation until food and drink service arrives.

Toasts are made, Nimradah the only one not drinking scotch.

Nimradah whispers in Daniel’s ear. He passes her his drink. 
She stands, raising the half full tumbler of scotch.
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MRS. JEPSEN
Honey. You’re only seventeen.

NIMRADAH
Yes mom. But I think if I’ve killed 
a man, or six, every thing else is 
on the table.

Laughing uncomfortably, she takes a swig of scotch. Everyone 
stares at her with equal discomfort.

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
That wasn’t my toast.

(sips nervously)
Langston, tomorrow we bury our once 
great brothers but they’re not lost 
from us. Part of them now live in 
your belly. One pound for every 
man...George, tomorrow you bury 
your sons for you are our father 
and LaLa our mother...Mom and dad, 
tomorrow you’ll see your daughter 
changed, ensconced in the face of 
her destiny. I hope you will be 
proud...Daniel and Alonzo, one kiss 
each. No not with each other. 
You’ll be my first and my second. I 
will think of you two if I fall. In 
that way, if I am not truly good, 
good will continue.

CHEERS.

INT. HOMEBASE - ROOM 400 - NIGHT

KNOCK. SWISH. Martika enters. Martika, Nimradah, and Langston 
all hug. Langston, still tipsy, EXCUSES himself to bed. 

MARTIKA
OMG. It’s so good to see you 
sister. And you’ve kept dad alive. 
Thank you. I knew you would.

NIMRADAH
You’ll never guess who’s here? 
Harry Potter...and Alonzo.

MARTIKA
(screams excitedly)

TELL ME EVERYTHING.
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EXT. ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY - MORNING

From above Arlington’s circular amphitheater, we see the 320 
and their squires standing beside the 70 coffins ringing the 
outer-edges.

SEALS mill throughout. Secret Service surround the President 
on the dais, and a heavy police and SWAT presence oozes from 
amidst encircling pillars.

A ten foot by ten foot structure, covered by a tarp, sits on 
the back of the stage. 

Families of the fallen are taking their seats up front as 
several hundred media fill back rows.

Nimradah and her parents, Langston, Ty, George, Brad, Daniel, 
Alonzo, and General Thaco, stand in a half circle behind the 
President, with the First Lady.

PRESS 1
What’s Daniel Radcliffe doing here? 
He must think he’s really Harry 
Potter after seeing the Sumo 
Samurai performing in-human deeds.

PRESS 2
If I were his age, with his 
resources, I’d be standing next to 
Nimradah, too. She’s incredible. 
And not half bad to look at.

We sweep across Arlington’s beautiful grounds. National 
Guardsmen keep tens of thousands of reverential spectators 
and pockets of loud protestors, behind wooden barriers. 

PREACHER
They’re the devil. Who’ll carry our 
Lord’s spear into their hearts? Who 
seeks everlasting gratitude from 
our Savior?

Several military helicopters patrol the outer grounds of 
Arlington’s acres of fields of white crosses, of the fallen.

INT. HELICOPTER - ABOVE ARLINGTON - MORNING

Inside Chopper 1, an OH-58D Kiowa Warrior Armed 
Reconnaissance Helicopter, sits Congressman Dick White.
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EXT. ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY - MORNING

Everyone is seated. The President approaches the antenna like 
microphones.

PRESIDENT
Solemnity is a mercurial emotion. 
Upon one hand, it gathers around 
us, a blanket to our shared grief. 
From the other hand, it slips away 
bit by bit with each distraction 
until we recognize it’s gone and 
our benefactor was as common as a 
common nighthawk.

(looks behind at Nimradah)
These are unprecedented times. 
Never before have we stood with a 
group of men whose mere presence 
evokes acts of great good. The 
Washington Monument was meant to 
stand for eternity, as a voice of 
our constitution’s first great 
leader. I don’t think General 
Washington would be angry to find 
our patronage to him needing a few 
repairs.

(audience laughter)
I also don’t think he’d mind if the 
men who stood so valiantly, the men 
who fell, the men whose beautiful 
families have come to honor and 
collect them for their final trip 
home, were further honored with 
their names etched into our most 
cherished monument’s pilings. A 
place were liberty washes wave 
after wave, an ocean of our shared 
commitment. A place where 
congresses’ freshmen come and pray 
they will do what is right and put 
people before politics. A place 
where cries of freedom will always 
be heard.

(applause)

The President steps between Nimradah and Langston who both 
step up to the podium.

LANGSTON
Hello Lost Brothers. You sleep now. 
But in my mind you still fight, and 
I am still at your side. 

(MORE)
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We who did not choose to stand 
together, honored equally with our 
hearts, what we were ordained to 
bare a thousand years ago. Brothers 
of the naginata, and young brave 
sisters, I ask nothing more than 
your individuality. That you give, 
in your most perfect way, and in so 
doing we’ll live, remembered not 
for those we put in the earth, but 
for what the Earth SHARES when it’s 
heart beats once again.

(raises his fist)

All the 320 stand, raising their fists.

Nimradah raisers her fist.

NIMRADAH
LIFE WITHOUT FEAR.

The 320 CHANT, LIFE WITHOUT FEAR.

Nimradah’s parents look on in the front row, expressionless.

TY pulls the enormous tarp off structure, revealing huge 
block of white marble. Three naginata lean against it.

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
(whispers to Langston)

We must do it now.

Langston, Ty and Nimradah all hoist their naginata.

They strike the marble at once on three sides. Their cuts 
sound like wet SAWS GRINDING marble tiles. Rock slicing away 
vaporizes into cool steam. 

Secret Service pulls the President to other side of stage 
forming a ring around him. He looks nonplused.

A helicopter flies low over the proceedings. We see Dick 
White’s face in the window. His eyes are full of rage.

Walls of steam rise up around the CUTTERS, obscuring their 
work. 

TERRIFYING BELLOW. The fascinated crowds are jolted with 
uncertainty. Several rise to their feet nervously.

The steam begins to abate. Everyone is squinting to see.

LANGSTON (CONT'D)
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MRS. JEPSEN
(pointing)

It’s a hippo! How unusual.

LANGSTON
(booming voice)

We are simple men of American. We 
are Samurai of Japan. We are Hippo 
Men of the Sudan.

APPLAUSE.

Dick White’s helicopter stops fifty feet above the center of 
the Amphitheater, its down draft concussive, its guns 
training.

EXT. TEXAS - PILLAR LINED MANSION - PORCH - MORNING

Dick Smith sips a cup of coffee watching the funeral on TV.

INT. ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY - MORNING

The helicopter turns in a circle unsteadily. Secret Service 
waves it off. Suddenly a rocket fires directly at Langston.

Using his naginata as a spring, Ty vaults high into the air 
his chest meeting the rocket. THUD. Ty’s momentum stops, his 
wild eyes close, smoke unfurls from his lips, his dead body 
plummeting to earth, the ordinance absorbed inside him.

Small arms fire erupts from General Thaco, SEALS, police, 
Secret Service and SWAT. The copter spins, aiming again, Dick 
White’s maniacal face in and out of view.

Brad and George shield Martika and the First Lady below the 
dais.

Bullets approach the President as imploding tiger paws. 
Interposed Secret Service fall as they’re struck in rows.

The second helicopter arrives, firing its guns, missiles 
poised. One of the 320 rips a pillar from its foundation, 
pitching it towards the chopper causing it to swerve and re-
center for a shot.

Langston hurtles his naginata. As it passes through the first 
chopper, it pierces Dick White before knifing through the 
rotors. The chopper immediately lists, it’s bullet train 
diverts from the President into the sky as it crashes atop 
the amphitheater.
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The second chopper takes aim. A shadow is descending towards 
it. The pilot looks up just in time to see the enormous white 
hippo, Nimradah, Daniel and Alonzo on its back, crashing 
through its blades, and riding it to the emptying seats below 
where it explodes.

Mr. and Mrs. Jepsen stand in the center of it all, transfixed 
by their daughter, and her contingent, calmly riding the 
awesome hippo, now fully animated, from the roaring fuel 
fired chopper flames.

NIMRADAH
(to her parents)

Now you see. I don’t have a choice. 
I’m going with Langston.

(to Daniel)
Almost as good as riding a dragon?

EXT. TEXAS - PILLAR LINED MANSION - MORNING

Looking at smoking wreckage of Dick White’s helicopter on TV.

DICK SMITH
Who’s the subtle one now?

INT. HOME-BASE - HALLWAY IN FRONT OF ROOM 400 - NIGHT

Daniel Radcliffe puts his hand on the door, listening. As he 
KNOCKS SOFTLY we see a bandage on the back of his arm.

The door SWISHES open. Nimradah beckons for him to enter. The 
door closes. SWISH. They sit at the kitchen table.

NIMRADAH
How’s the burn?

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
No. I’m okay. Aces. Brilliant.

NIMRADAH
I can’t sleep...Langston has some 
beer if you’d like one. Some kind 
of something from Milwaukee. I’m 
going to have a Coke. Everyone 
thinks because I’m wispy I only 
drink water. 

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Can we have a look at it?

Nimradah spins her chair around, opening frig., and pulling 
out a Leinenkugel and a can of Coke.
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NIMRADAH
Here. Langston loves them.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
(looking at bottle)

Sunset Wheat.
(twists off top, drinks)

That’s a good one. Thank you.

NIMRADAH
Alonzo was here earlier. You like 
him don’t you.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
He’s everything I’m not. Tall and 
strong. He cuts the edge of 
acceptability but we need him more 
than the Queen needs her jewels.

NIMRADAH
Brilliant. Because I want you to 
come tomorrow. We are going to the 
Sudan. But I guess you know that. 
There’s a country, a country of one 
woman, who needs rescuing. 

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
My agent says my insurance company 
already wants to drop me. They took 
one gander at us on that hippo of 
yours and they about burst.

NIMRADAH
Sorry to hear that. Did you tell 
them the hippo’s a free animal. And 
that after he took off he was seen 
walking into the Potomac river. And 
that he’s there to protect you for 
so long as you should live.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
They’re not so full of humor as 
they could be.

Daniel drains his beer.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE (CONT’D)
Would another beer be missed?

NIMRADAH
(getting beer)

No. Langston will be happy it’s not 
going to be wasted.
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DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Where is he?

NIMRADAH
Sleeping in my old room. He went 
down like a tranquilized 
eleph...you know what I mean.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Can I ask you a question? 

(silence)
How old are you?

NIMRADAH
All the squires are 17. And all the 
Samurai around 30. And all our 
actors?

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Haha. I know me. 22.

EXT. C-141 STARLIFTERS IN ROUTE - MORNING

We see four C-141 Starlifters flying in line just above 
clouds. They’re escorted by several F-16s.

EXT. CHINOOKS IN ROUTE - NIGHT

The Enterprise Carrier group rocks below. Chinook after 
Chinook land on its welling deck. The 319 are off-loading, 
greeted by military personnel who lead them below.

INT. CHINOOK - NIGHT

Nimradah, Langston, George, Brad, Daniel, Alonzo, and 
Commander Lapoint are strapped in, towards front of cabin.

GEORGE CLOONEY
(to brad)

I ‘m glad you decided to make it 
after all.

BRAD PITT
After everything that’s happened, I 
decided I had to stick with this 
thing until the end.

COMMANDER LAPOINT
(loudly)

We’re the last to the deck. 
(MORE)
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Now would be the time to pay your 
respects.

LANGSTON
Please.

Lapoint signals to the pilot, who drops out of formation, 
falling in altitude to hover just over the Red Sea.

Lapoint unbuckles, standing to release latches on the forward 
half-doorway. He sticks his torso out.

COMMANDER LAPOINT
Turn on the floods.

Bright lights on bottom of Chinook illuminate the sea.

Everyone stands, Langston holding a Kentucky Fried Chicken 
bucket. Alonzo puts his hand on Langston’s back.

LANGSTON
I’m one pound heavier as of this 
morning, Ty. With you, my friend, I 
would have expected to gain a 
hundred.

(laughter)
You honored us with your courage. 
You honored the world with your 
life. Full of mirth and kindness, 
full of hope and promise, a man 
whose courage...

(stutters, cries)

NIMRADAH
(crying)

Langston. I know you loved him as I 
love you.

(hugging)

They move to the open door. Turning the bucket upside down, 
the top slips away, the swirling gray ash, shaping itself as 
a hippo, running across the waves towards the last orange of 
a now old day.

EXT./INT. CHINOOK LANDING ON ENTERPRISE CARRIER - NIGHT

GEORGE CLOONEY
Try to get some sleep tonight. 
We’re only a hundred miles off the 
coast of the Sudan.

COMMANDER LAPOINT (CONT'D)
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COMMANDER LAPOINT
We’ll see you all on deck at 0200. 
That should give you four hours of 
sack time. From there we’ll chopper 
into the Nuba Mountains and 
rendezvous with Southern-Sudanese 
Special-Forces. Not an oxymoron. 
You won’t have SEAL team to back 
you up. Only a few CIA. But they’re 
good. Known those guys a long time.

BRAD PITT
(opening small box)

I’m sorry to interrupt. Nimradah. 
It’s not much. But you mean 
everything to us.

NIMRADAH
(reading cake)

Happy 18th Birthday Nim.

LANGSTON
(hugging)

We love you Nimradah.

BOOMING CHORUS OF HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Nimradah looks up from 
Langston’s shoulder to see the 319 gathered in a circle 
around them, all singing at the top of their lungs.

Alonzo kisses her cheek. Daniel kisses her fully on the lips. 
We see Alonzo’s face darken.

EXT. VILLAGE - NUBA MOUNTAINS - SUDAN - MORNING

Stripped to the waist, the 319 are assembled in a circle, 
naginatas in hand. A small village is visible in the 
background, the inhabitants watching the new arrivals.

Two middle aged men still sitting in their open jeep are 
surrounded by George, Brad, Alonzo, Langston, Nimradah, and 
Daniel. They’re finishing introductions.

Nimradah carries a particularly long and deadly looking 
naginata.

CIA 1
(appraising Nimradah)

Now that we’ve joined the Samurai 
with their naginata, how long 
before we find ourselves knee deep 
in the shit. I understand we’re 
trying to feed hungry lions by 
hand. 
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BRAD PITT
We’re hoping there’s nothing close 
enough, right now, that would be 
compelled to attack. But who’s to 
say we won’t be overrun by invading 
Crazy Ants. Or Nuba Villagers who 
spy for Al-Bashir.  

CIA 2 
We’ve worse things than street 
gangs and snakes in this part of 
the world. Like the North’s 
strangulation of the Nuba’s oil 
revenues.

BRAD PITT
There’s no denying that.

LANGSTON
Soon as we get a little room I’m 
going to try something that’s been 
on my mind since we took out the 
Washington Monument. We’re going to 
need our weapons.

CIA 1
Its been settled; you have them. 
Let me bring you up to date on 
President Al-Bashir. Needless to 
say, his presumed death has been 
met with jubilation in the South. 
The North, on the other hand, has 
mobilized to tare the country apart 
with their search. All hells about 
to break loose and the United 
Nations been basically mute on the 
topic. We’ve been trying to track 
all the North’s military forays, 
but it’s nearly impossible with 
just a handful of us actually in 
country. 

GEORGE CLOONEY
What of LaLa? Any news?

CIA 2
Just that she’s still alive and we 
think she’s been moved from the 
capital.

CIA 1
(to CIA 2)

Should we tell them?
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CIA 2
The interesting part of Al-Bashir’s 
abduction is the HOW of How it 
happened. Apparently when they 
executed Amsalu he warned that 
birds would be coming. Sure enough, 
the biggest eagle ever, absurdly 
big, swept into his offices and 
carried him away. That kind of 
Karmic enema leaves more than a 
skid mark. Supposedly, LaLa saved 
Al-Bashir’s life from the eagle who 
had every intention of biting his 
head off. Why she did that, I don’t 
know, but she did.

CIA 1
We think the Northern Sudanese army 
is using LaLa to help locate Al-
Bashir.

GEORGE CLOONEY
We didn’t have a plan to rescue 
LaLa from the capital Khartoum. If 
LaLa is already in country, it 
could work in our favor. If LaLa or 
Nimradah can SENSE the other one. 
We’ll have our chance.

CIA 1
(looks at Nimradah)

Words like SENSE make me a little 
nervous.

BRAD PITT
Nim! You can tell the strength of 
an evil approaching? You did it at 
the Washington Monument.

(Nimradah nods)
Try to focus on LaLa. There’s no 
doubt of your connection.  

GEORGE CLOONEY
But no unnecessary risks. We CAN 
NOT lose you Nimradah. 

CIA 2
I think she’ll be okay. I can tell 
we’re not looking at a pussy cat.

(stares at Nimradah)

NIMRADAH
WOOF.
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Laughter.

LANGSTON
I’ll kill you myself if they kill 
you...That didn’t come out right.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Seconds on that. You must live.

CIA 1
Our group will hold up in the 
village. It should be safe for a 
while. Langston take your men and 
do what you’re going to do. If 
you’re attacked, count on us to 
cover your flank and backup your 
retreat.

ALONZO
(to CIA)

Got a Glock or something? I got no 
intention of dying without a fight.

CIA agent 1 opens a trunk in the back seat filled with 
ordinance. He selects 2 tan Sig Sauer handguns and 
cartridges. Checking their action, he passes gun and 
cartridges to Alonzo. He holds one up for Daniel who stares 
at it before taking it.

ALONZO (CONT’D)
Scorpion model? 

(agents nod respectfully)

CIA agent 1 gives George and Brad Sig Sauers as well.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
(hefts gun)

Brilliant.

ALONZO
(hand on Daniel’s back)

You’ll like this gun. Preferred by 
special forces, it’ll ring true as 
the Liberty Bell when you need her.

CIA 2
That’s settled. Climb aboard. It’s 
time to live a little.

George, Brad, Daniel and Alonzo climb into the jeep. Nimradah 
hugs and kisses all four of them. Langston shakes hands.

George slips off jeep.
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GEORGE CLOONEY
Don’t wait. I will catch up.

EXT. DIFFERENT LOCATIONS IN SUDAN - MORNING

Birds of all types flock together and speed towards the Nuba 
Mountains. Their SHRILL CRIES are deafening. 

EXT. VILLAGE - NUBA MOUNTAINS - SUDAN - MORNING

Langston, Nimradah, and George stand in the middle of the 319 
with Ty’s naginata in one hand and his in the other. The 319 
look nervous but determined and focused.

GEORGE CLOONEY
The Sudan is the victim of the 
worst human rights violations that 
can be imagined. Systematic rape 
and murder, kidnapping, forced 
removal from their homes and 
starvation. Without our help, 
millions more will die for reasons 
as pride, greed, and hatred. I have 
never asked any of you, your 
religion. Nor have I offered you 
information on mine. Suffice it to 
say, MEN OF PURPOSE, gather for 
reasons far greater than God born 
crusades.

(sighs)
I don’t know what enemy we will 
battle today, only that, we, as 
individuals, will find the hopes of 
the Sudanese marshaling at our 
backs. Take strength from their 
human, joyful ways, for one day, 
with our help, they will stand on 
their own and be beautiful again.

CHANTS OF HERE HERE.

LANGSTON
I miss my porch. I miss my 
daughter. And you miss your 
families...When we look at each 
other, it’s easy to see the life we 
used to live is gone...We are the 
talk of the world. On the streets 
and around watercoolers, and in the 
boardrooms of Big and Tall shops, 
people want to know more.

(chuckling)
(MORE)
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We are the 319. 81 pounds of new 
muscle rings our purpose.

(solemn)
It’s time we bend the power we’ve 
been givin, to be Creators. 

Head down, Langston raises a naginata in both hands above his 
head. The 319 follow suit.

EXT. ENORMOUS BIRD’S NEST - SUDAN - MORNING

Al-Bashir, his clothing bloodied and dirty, his expression 
full of hunger and fear, sits surrounded by 3 large eaglets 
in a huge nest atop a tall, branchless, dead tree.

PIERCING CRY. A growing shadow tracks an eagle’s descent onto 
the lip of the nest where she lands gracefully.

Three enormous earth colored snakes with triangular heads 
slither towards the tree.

One eaglet clamors onto All-Bashir’s lap, receiving the first 
regurgitated food from its mother. The eaglets take turns 
until full. The eagle puts her beak over Al-Bashir’s face, 
injecting his mouth with warm, mostly digested prairie dog.

COUGHING, he manages to keep most of the foul concoction 
down. Bits spilling onto his chest are quickly picked up by 
eaglets hungrily pecking him for it.

PRESIDENT AL-BASHIR
Thank you, MOTHER OF OUR LAND.

Al-Bashir pets two eaglets at once. PIERCING CRY. The eagle 
swirls away in search of more food.

The snakes are half way up the trunk coming fast.

PRESIDENT AL-BASHIR (CONT’D)
(singing softly)

In these days, I see. I see my 
people. I see my country. I see my 
false power. How I took and took. 
How many died. It was not the way 
of my mother’s teaching. It is not 
the way of Muhammad. Where is my 
honor. Where is my soul... 

HHHHIIISSSSS. The first snake through the bottom of the nest 
rears back to strike, hits an eaglet and holds on.

There’s a fight. 3 dead snakes line the nest. Two eaglets are 
uninjured. 

LANGSTON (CONT'D)
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Al-Bashir, PANTING, cradles the wounded, poisoned, lifeless 
looking, eaglet in his arms. We can see two sets of fang 
marks on his hand and arm.

PIERCING CRY. The eagle lands, her eyes blaze with hatred for 
Al-Bashir from the sight of her dead chick. The eagle poises 
to strike.

Al-Bashir looks up, his eyes full of pain. The eagle sees the 
dead snakes and hurls them from the nest. She sees the 
punctures and blood on Al-Bashir. She sees him shaking and 
sweating from the poison.

PRESIDENT AL-BASHIR (CONT’D)
There is no God except Allah the 
Generous and Patient. There is no 
God except Allah the Almighty and 
All-Wise. Pure is that Allah Who is 
Creator of the seven heavens and 
the seven earths and all that is in 
them and between them.

(falls against eagle)
He is the Lord of all these things. 
Except, perhaps, you.

(Al-Bashir dies)

The eagle carefully moves aside letting Al-Bashir slip down 
gracefully. HIGH PITCHED SQUEAK. The eagle looks to see the 
third eaglet is now full of life. PIERCING CRY.

EXT. VILLAGE - NUBA MOUNTAINS - SUDAN - MORNING

Watching the jeep with their comrades drive away.

LANGSTON
(scatters handful of rock)

This land is hardly suited for 
farming.

GEORGE CLOONEY
The government takes the best land 
for mechanized farming.

LANGSTON
Let’s make some changes.

The 319 march across scrubby land towards enormous rock 
outcropping.
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EXT. NORTHERN SUDAN - MORNING

A long column of armored Northern Sudanese Armed Forces 
vehicles winds its way South. The soldiers wear red berets.

A Colonel in the lead vehicle points at something blocking 
the road ahead. The vehicle slows. The Colonel climbs out 
carrying his automatic weapon.

We can see a humanoid figure wrapped carefully in a white 
sheet.

SUDANESE COLONEL
Do you smell Jasmine flower?

SUDANESE SOLDIER 1
Yes sir. Like it was cut fresh this 
morning.

The Sudanese Colonel kneels, pulls back the shroud. We see 
the Colonel’s moment of recognition. We see Al-Bashir’s face. 
The Colonel closes the shroud with shaking hands.

SUDANESE COLONOL
Get a litter.

EXT./INT. NUBA MOUNTAINS - SUDAN - DAY

A large hole extends at a steep angle into the ground. Moving 
down the hole we see a tunnel, it’s rounded walls formed from 
melted, blackened, dirt and rock, like a tube of lava.

We wiz down, following one of many branches. It ends in a 
large cavern surging with water from an underground river. 
Another tunnel dead-ends, the floors and ceilings oozing a 
substance both thick and black.

In another tunnel, loud GRINDING, BUZZING, HACKING. We come 
face to face with one of the 319, his skin glowing orange, 
and his naginata twirling, flaming, as he bores a new tunnel.

INT. VILLAGE HUT - NUBA MOUNTAINS - SUDAN - DAY

Daniel, Alonzo, and Brad sit on the hut’s dirt floor, 
swapping stories, sharing military rations. LAUGHING.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
(to Alonzo)

It’s funny we both love this girl.
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ALONZO
Day’s were when I didn’t think 
another man’s wants meant shit.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Me as well. It was hard coming of 
age under the eye of society... 
You’ll come to London, won’t you?

ALONZO
Fuck yeah!

The two CIA men burst in.

CIA 1
We need to bug out! Nuba Rebels are 
only a click South and the SAFs 
blitzing in our direction. Report 
is President Al-Bashir is dead.

Alonzo, Dan, and Brad stare back questioningly.

CIA 2
We’re going to get pinched between 
opposing forces.

The five men run from the hut into a fire storm.

EXT. VILLAGE - NUBA MOUNTAINS - SUDAN - DAY

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! Mortars and shells rain down on the 
village. MACHINE GUN FIRE erupts everywhere.

CIA 1
Into the jeep.

The five men pile in. BOOM. A villager standing in their way 
is blown up by a mortar. They drive into his bloody haze.

Nuba Rebel cars clash with SAF jeeps and armored personnel 
carriers. They dodge between the opposing forces. An SAF 
soldier takes aim. His shots rip through their jeep’s hood, 
killing CIA 2. Alonzo fires, BLAP, BLAP. The soldier falls.

CONTINUOUS driving through melee until CIA 1 JAMS ON BREAKS 
at the mouth of the tunnel. Looking back we see a large 
number of troops headed in their direction.

CIA 1 (CONT’D)
All in favor of going down?

BOOM! A mortar explodes 20 feet away.
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BRAD PITT
(fires over shoulder)

I’m in.

Daniel and Alonzo nod hurriedly. 

EXT./INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

CIA 1 guns the jeep into the abyss, turning on the lights 
seconds later. The tube they’re in is only inches from their 
heads, reflecting like lasers.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Holy crap! For once it helps to be 
short.

An RPG whizzes past their heads, EXPLODING a football field 
away in the mouth of a side tunnel.

ALONZO
Where the hell’s Langston. That 
mother fucker owes me twice.

CIA 1
Hold on!

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

George and Nimradah follow behind Langston as he carves a new 
tunnel at an astonishing rate of a foot a second.

NIMRADAH
(taps Langston)

Brad, Daniel, and Alonzo are 
closing on our position...
and so is LaLa. Soldiers are 
coming. More than I can count.

LANGSTON
(stops digging)

Can you direct them to our 
position? They’ll be impossibly 
lost otherwise.

NIMRADAH
I will try to reach his mind.

George suddenly bolts down a side tunnel.

NIMRADAH (V.O.)
Daniel...can you hear me?
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DANIEL RADCLIFFE (O.S.)
Nimradah. Is that you? Where are 
you? We’re in this tunnel complex 
thing. Got about a million soldiers 
on our tails. We lost a CIA guy.

NIMRADAH (V.O.)
Go left now!

DANIEL RADCLIFFE (O.S.)
Nimradah says go Left. Left now. 
She’s telling me in my head.

The jeep zooms down a long tunnel into large chamber with a 
hundred exits. Veins of exotic metals crisscross the black, 
crystallized walls.

NIMRADAH (V.O.)
Stop!

DANIEL RADCLIFFE (O.S.)
Stop!

EXT./INT. CAVE ENTRANCE - SUDAN - DAY

The Sudanese Colonel stands at the cave entrance waving 
column after column and jeep after jeep into the tunnel.

A jeep pulls up, stopping hard. Several men jump out. We see 
LaLa, her hands bound, in the backseat.

SUDANESE MAJOR
It’s just as our late President 
said. The fat men of our past would 
return to show US how to live and 
in so doing, END our lives.

SUDANESE COLONOL
They’re cornered down there. The 
actors too, and the girl who fights 
with them.

LALA
Nimradah!

The two officers look at LaLa with disdain.

IMPOSSIBLY LOUD RUMBLING. THE EARTH SHAKES VIOLENTLY. The men 
grip the sides of the jeep.

SUDDENLY A HUGE CIRCLE OF EARTH, not fifty feet from cave 
entrance, IN A HALF MILE DIAMETER, GIVES WAY. The ground 
falls uniformly, across span, some 30 feet.
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SUDANESE MAJOR
You don’t see that every day.

Some of the 319 can seen examining their work from exposed 
tunnels at bottom of huge hole. The Colonel sights one in his 
rifle’s scope and fires. The 318 falls on his face.

Coolly looking up from this work, the Colonel sees the sky is 
full of birds of all sorts flying in odd formations.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

Nimradah’s dirty face is covered in sweat and concentration.

NIMRADAH (V.O.)
Not that tunnel. The next one. The 
next one. Right!

Jeep lights reflect off Nimradah’s face. JEEP MOTOR AMPLIFIED 
BY TUNNEL HARMONICS.

NIMRADAH
You’re here.

The jeep pulls to a stop behind Langston and Nimradah. The 
men jump out.

BRAD PITT
Where’s George?

LANGSTON
He just ran off. I think he’s gone 
to warn the others.

Nimradah, Daniel and Alonzo hug.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Alonzo and Brad are brilliant.

LANGSTON
I need to keep working.

NIMRADAH
Soldiers are coming.

LANGSTON
Hold them off as best you can. It’s 
our only hope.

BRAD PITT
(checking guns action)

I won’t ask.
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DANIEL RADCLIFFE
(to Nimradah)

I don’t want to kill anyone.

NIMRADAH
(kisses Daniel)

We will live together with grief. 
Together with their souls we’ll pay 
them with honor each and every 
sunrise. And with our tears we’ll 
grow a better world for the 
families they’ll never know.

Nimradah takes Daniel’s gun, clicks off the safety, chambers 
a round, and hands it back.

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
Be fierce.

INT./EXT. HALF MILE WIDE HOLE - SUDAN - DAY

George appears at one of the tunnels leading into the hole. 
He checks the body of the fallen 318. He’s dead. A bullet 
rips into the huge body, George falling back on his hands.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Fuck!

George retreats to safety of cave but can view the man 
shooting at him. 

WHOOP. WHOOP. WHOOP. The sound of half a dozen Northern 
Sudanese troop helicopters descending into the hole.

Determinedly, George grabs the fallen Sumo Samurai’s 
naginata. Taking a deep breath, he sprints into the open on a 
bee-line for a tunnel on the other side.

Shots RING around his feet.

BOOM! A helicopter is hit by a Nuba Rebel RPG. George looks 
up to see the flaming copter falling towards him. Just then, 
the earth in the entire half mile circle falls another 50’.

George, falling, is swallowed up by the open mouth of the 
woman’s head on the body of a forty foot tall Sphinx. The 
helicopter shatters just above him, EXPLODING, tumbling away.

George peers over the massive statue’s burning lips to see 
there’s more than a dozen other huge Nubian Sphinx statues, 
each with a different animal body, in a wide circle.
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INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

Looking down the tunnel, Langston’s digging. He’s so far away 
he can only just be seen, out-lined in orange.

NIMRADAH
George was able to warn many of the 
315. Now they’re engaged in combat 
across our entire front.

(silence)
They’re here.

(whining engines)
Shhhhhh. Stay in the shadows. Be 
among them before you fire.

Nimradah moves down the tunnel on silent, bare feet, towards 
the enemy, her naginata poised like a viper in her hand. 
Daniel watches her go, his face steeling itself against fear.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

A 311, melting rock and dirt flowing back from his twirling 
naginata, takes a line of bullets in his back just as his 
tunnel turns almost straight downwards. 

A 310 strikes his killers from behind, their bodies torn to 
pieces as he blows through. He continues the tunnel down. 

We flip between dozens of tunnels now going nearly straight 
down. Battles rage behind each 299 who’s digging. 

EXT. CAVE ENTRANCE - SUDAN - DAY

So many thousands of soldiers flow into the cave they’ve been 
reduced to a walk. Some repel into the huge hole. Many stare 
in wonder at the Sphinx unable to function as soldiers. Some 
take pot shots at George as they move into tunnels.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

We see CIA 1, Brad, Alonzo, and Daniel pressed into alcoves, 
the first jeep of soldiers is parallel to them. Nimradah 
attacks the third jeep, her naginata slicing the jeep and its 
men into quarters with two mighty swings.

The men in jeeps four and five open fire at Nimradah.

CIA 1, Daniel, Alonzo, and Brad fire on jeeps one and two as 
the soldiers turn to SCREAMS from jeep three. The eight men 
in the two jeeps go down firing, killing CIA 1.
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Nimradah slices into the tunnel wall, dodging into the 
crevice. Soldiers on foot surge forwards. She meets them like 
a fan blade meeting a package of hotdogs. 

SILENCE.

NIMRADAH
They know I’m here. Hatred 
overcomes their good hearts. So 
many more are coming. You guys 
should find Langston.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
I don’t think you’re supposed to 
die here.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

Smoke, steam, and red hot sparks stream around Langston’s 
back as he tunnels.

Stopping for a second he takes a deep breath.

WWWHHHHHAAAAAHHHHH. Sound of rushing water.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

Dozens of 270 digging downwards, merge into a large natural 
rock chamber, falling 30 feet into an empty riverbed with 
small exits on either side.

Hundreds of pursuing soldiers fall after them, screaming and 
firing as they hurtle hard to the rocks below.

The battle is ferocious on the ground with unsuspecting 250 
and jeeps and soldiers continuing to rain into the rock 
chamber at a startling rate. 

20 of the 230 dig downwards, in the rock chamber, 10, 20, 30, 
40 feet. Grenades roll in from above. Wounded or dead, the 
210 in the pit grind to a halt.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

NIMRADAH
(falls to knees)

So many are dying. 199. 198. 197.
(crying)

Run!
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Brad, Alonzo, and Daniel take off down the incredibly long 
tunnel of Langston’s.

PING. PING. Gun fire sprays behind them.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

Langston lifts up his exhausted arms. Carefully he spins his 
naginata so that its point bores a neat hole, six feet high, 
and a foot deep, before it’s end punches into an open space.

WWWHHHHHAAAAAHHHHH. Rushing water sound increases.

Using the red hot glow of the crystallized rock, Langston 
peers through.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

More 185 dig the hole deeper in the rock chamber. Others 
fight the tidal wave of soldiers like woodsmen taking down a 
forest.

THUNDEROUS CRACKING noise. A Geyser of water jets up from 
hole, its enormous volume flooding the chamber almost 
instantly. Few men in the water’s path have time to scream.

Soldiers and the great Sumo Samurai are drowned and swept out 
through the old underground river-way.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

Langston SCREAMS as a face of a Sumo Samurai swirls past, 
then another, and another, bloated and broken, their huge 
bodies twisted into a flotsam of dead soldiers.

Bloody water disgorges from the pilot hole in burps. Langston 
falls in the rising pool at his feet, crying from the pain of 
loss and the pain of his skin expanding exponentially.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

DEAFENING ROAR from the tunnel Alonzo, Brad and Daniel flee 
into. They stop.

ALONZO
I’m thinking I’m going to take my 
chances with Nimradah.

They turn around, hustling back until they’re absorbed by the 
shattered jeeps headlights. 
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They find Nimradah surrounded by dozens of soldier’s bodies. 
She’s been shot through both shoulders. She’s BABBLING.

NIMRADAH
They’re all dead. All of them. I 
can’t even sense Langston.

(tears well out)

BRAD PITT
Put pressure on her wounds.

Alonzo and Daniel each take a side, their hands over her 
shoulder’s small entrance and exit wounds, lifting her up.

BRAD PITT (CONT’D)
Let’s get her to the surface. We 
can’t worry about what’s waiting 
for us up there.

They climb into a jeep, laying Nimradah in the back with her 
head on Daniel’s lap. Her wounds are packed off in back with 
soldier’s jackets and Daniel’s hands hold the blood in on 
top.

They drive in reverse until they reach a larger chamber and 
are able to turn around. As they near the surface they speed 
up desperate to be above ground.

INT./EXT. MOUTH OF SPHINX - SUDAN - DAY

Watching events unfold beneath him, unable to climb down from 
atop the Sphinx, George hears RUSH of water. Water starts 
filling the 80 foot deep, half mile wide hole, from every 
tunnel, with startling rapidity. Soldiers waiting with the 
helicopters are swallowed and dashed.

HORRIBLE SCREAM OF SURPRISE AND PAIN. LOUD SPLASH.

The swirling water rises a foot for each of George’s breaths. 
He climbs out of the mouth and stands on the Sphinx’s head. 
His knees buckle as water slams into his feet. He pitches 
forward, resigned, disappearing.

INT. INSIDE 319 MADE CAVE - SUDAN - DAY

A large body, dripping wet, plods along, seemingly wrestling 
with its bulk. HEAVY STRAINED BREATHING. FLASHES of BLACK, 
rough, ugly skin.
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INT./EXT. CAVE ENTRANCE - SUDAN - DAY

Brad at the wheel of the jeep, Alonzo in the passenger seat, 
a pistol in each hand, and Daniel with Nimradah in back, 
burst from the tunnel, catching air, landing with a thud.

Brad JACKS on the brakes. They all stare at a flattened jeep, 
the bodies of a Colonel and a Major sickeningly disfigured.

Villagers are gathering watching the water rise.

ALONZO
No military I can see. From either 
side. Strange.

BRAD PITT
(to Nimradah)

Can you sense George? LaLa? 
Langston?

NIMRADAH
None of them.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
Look at the villagers!

They all look, seeing at the same time, water almost to the 
surface of the hole turned lake.

VILLAGERS SCREAMING and POINTING.

Alonzo wheels training his pistols on the tunnel exit. A 
shadow emerges followed by the creature itself: an enormous 
BLACK hippopotamus.

NIMRADAH
It’s Langston. Oh my God, it’s 
Langston. He’s alive.

VILLAGERS SCREAMING AND POINTING.

Out of the lake, next to their jeep, emerges another huge 
hippopotamus carrying George in its mouth.

George SPUTTERS and COUGHS as the hippo gently lays him on 
the ground.

NIMRADAH (CONT’D)
LaLa.

The hippo from the lake looks at Nimradah seemingly bowing in 
acknowledgment.
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TWIGS and LEAFS begin to fall from the sky. Everyone looks up 
to see the massive flocks of birds dropping mounds of nesting 
materials all around the lakes perfectly round edges. Their 
CRIES ARE DEAFENING and then they’re gone.

EXT. CAVE ENTRANCE - SUDAN - NIGHT

Villagers mass around the lake, tall cooking fires burning by 
the hundreds. 

Thick rings of flowers ring the hippo’s necks.

A small girl of five, moves easily between the two enormous 
beasts, stopping only to kiss them over and over as she 
enjoys her game of smelling every different flower that 
covers them.

Commander LaPoint sits with George, Brad, Daniel, Alonzo, and 
Langston and LaLa. Several village elders are just leaving 
them.

A special forces chopper sits near by, several SEAL team 
members armed and ready at its flanks.

COMMANDER LAPOINT
Nimradah made me promise I’d have 
you back on the Enterprise by dark. 
Now which one of you is going to 
take the blame for my failure.

All the men laugh but no one raises their hand. They laugh 
more.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Seriously. How is she?

COMMANDER LAPOINT
What do you think? It will take 
more than a few bullets to keep her 
down. I might just have to offer 
her a job.

Daniel passes Commander LaPoint his borrowed pistol.

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
I don’t feel right holding onto 
this.

COMMANDER LAPOINT
Just wait till we’re home, son. 
Just so you know, you did good... 
Alonzo, George, Brad, Daniel, you 
all did good.
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The men stand.

Daniel followed by George and Brad kiss, Langston and LaLa.

GEORGE CLOONEY
I’m jealous, Langston.

(kisses LaLa again)

ALONZO
I’m not kissing a hippo. Skinny, 
fat, male, or female, I ain’t 
kissing one.

SIX MONTHS LATER.

EXT. WHITE HOUSE - ROSE GARDEN - DAY

George, Brad, Nimradah, Alonzo, and Daniel stand on the small 
cement stage overlooking the Rose Garden and White House, 
whispering, behind the President of the United States, who’s 
speaking to reporters, politicos, and family of the honorees.

GEORGE CLOONEY
(to Brad)

I wish Langston could be here. He 
was everything.

BRAD PITT
(to George)

If you ask me, he got the best deal 
of all of us. 

ALONZO
(to George and Brad)

You really think I could be a 
romantic lead next time?

DANIEL RADCLIFFE
(to Nimradah)

I love you.
(she smiles)

PRESIDENT
It’s not every day you get to 
introduce five people more 
responsible for saving millions of 
our fellows or more deserving of 
our highest civilian honor, the 
Medal of Freedom.

(applause)
I thank you. The people of the 
Sudan thank you. 

(MORE)
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Their lasting peace will make us 
better as people and as a nation.

The president hangs medals on George, Brad, Alonzo, Daniel 
and then Nimradah. Nimradah hugs him and kisses him on the 
cheek.

SEAL Team Commander LaPoint steps forward.

COMMANDER LAPOINT
Hold on Nimradah...Mr. President... 
We have one more award for you. In 
speaking with my command, we’ve 
agreed to present you with The SEAL 
Special Warfare insignia.

(presses into her palm)
The anchor symbolizes the Navy, the 
trident symbolizes Poseidon, king 
of the oceans, the pistol 
symbolizes capabilities to operate 
on land, and the eagle, FREEDOM.

EXT. TEXAS - PILLAR LINED MANSION - PORCH - DAY

Dick Smith sits on his porch smoking a cigar. He’s wearing 
one of the rainbow patterned buttons that reads “I support 
Adam and Steve,” and watching the awards ceremony.

On the front page of a newspaper resting in his lap, “Texas 
Governor Gets Entire Washington Monument Indictment in the 
END. OUCH!”

EXT. BANK OF ROUND LAKE - NUBA MOUNTAINS - SUDAN - DAY

Flying over the Nuba Mountains we see field after field of 
sorghum, millet, wheat, cowpeas, beans and corn all irrigated 
by the new lake.

We see the broad back of a black male dressed in American 
clothes sitting with the hippos Langston and LaLa. The man 
leans over and Kisses Langston then LaLa right on their 
toothy smiles.

NIMRADAH
Daniel said you don’t kiss hippos.

ALONZO
Daniel also said you’d never leave 
London.

Langston spins to his feet and gives Nimradah a running hug, 
lifting her off the ground. They kiss passionately.

PRESIDENT (CONT'D)
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NIMRADAH
It’s been a long flight. I could 
use a dip. Last one into Hippo Lake 
feeds the eagles.

They strip naked as they dodge past the hippos, and eagle’s 
nests lining the shore, and dive into the crystal clear lake, 
swimming down to the head of a Sphinx. Kissing underwater, 
they push-off, propelling to the surface.

ALONZO
When’s Daniel coming?

NIMRADAH
A few days. He’s going to be 
starting a movie, I think. But 
he’ll be here. With Martika.

A wave hits them as the hippos dive in.

ALONZO
Did you figure out which one of us 
you’re going to marry, yet?

NIMRADAH
(laughing)

Which ever of you turns into a 
hippo first.

(she dives under)

We see her swim under Langston.

LANGSTON (V.O.)
You’re my daughter now.

NIMRADAH (V.O.)
Forever.

FADE OUT.
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